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Jong Wu Chan
Photonic technology is becoming an increasingly attractive solution to the problems
facing today’s electronic chip-scale interconnection networks. Recent progress in silicon
photonics research has enabled the demonstration of all the necessary optical building blocks
for creating extremely high-bandwidth density and energy-efficient links for on- and off-
chip communications. From the feasibility and architecture perspective however, photonics
represents a dramatic paradigm shift from traditional electronic network designs due to
fundamental differences in how electronics and photonics function and behave. As a result
of these differences, new modeling and analysis methods must be employed in order to
properly realize a functional photonic chip-scale interconnect design.
In this work, we present a methodology for characterizing and modeling fundamental
photonic building blocks which can subsequently be combined to form full photonic network
architectures. We also describe a set of tools which can be utilized to assess the physical-
layer and system-level performance properties of a photonic network. The models and tools
are integrated in a novel open-source design and simulation environment called PhoenixSim.
Next, we leverage PhoenixSim for the study of chip-scale photonic networks. We examine
several photonic networks through the synergistic study of both physical-layer metrics and
system-level metrics. This holistic analysis method enables us to provide deeper insight into
architecture scalability since it considers insertion loss, crosstalk, and power dissipation. In
addition to these novel physical-layer metrics, traditional system-level metrics of bandwidth
and latency are also obtained.
Lastly, we propose a novel routing architecture known as wavelength-selective spatial
routing. This routing architecture is analogous to electronic virtual channels since it enables
the transmission of multiple logical optical channels through a single physical plane (i.e. the
waveguides). The available wavelength channels are partitioned into separate groups, and
each group is routed independently in the network. Each partition is spectrally multiplexed,
as opposed to temporally multiplexed in the electronic case. The wavelength-selective spatial
routing technique benefits network designers by provider lower contention and increased path
diversity.
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1.1 Photonics for Chip-Scale Computing
The performance improvement of microprocessors over the past four decades has been made
possible by several technological developments and innovations. The primary catalyst for
this progress has been the steady shrinking of transistor technology. Up till now, transistor
scaling has remarkably been able to sustain the trend that is predicted by Moore’s Law,
which simply state, that the number of transistors that can fit onto a single integrated
circuit will double every two years. The increased transistor density has consequentially
lead to the development of faster and more complex processor technology. Evidence of this
progression strategy could be seen with the marketing tactics utilized by the various micro-
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processor manufacturers during the 90s and first few years around the turn of the century,
where the processor clock rates were advertised as indication of their computational power
(e.g. 500 MHz, 1.5 GHz, etc.). Furthermore, this law has become a self-fulfilling prophesy
since processor manufacturers have utilized Moore’s Law in their own strategies for targeted
future product development. Indeed, eventually this became a race of companies trying to
get the most megahertz, and eventually gigahertz, in their chips.
However, the race towards the fastest clock rate experienced a fundamental power-
dissipation wall around the turn of the century. Power dissipated by a transistor scales
linearly with the clock rate, therefore pushing on a processor’s clock rate would eventually
push the component into a regime where the packaging can no longer tolerate the thermal
energy being produced. Performance improvement could no longer be achieved with a faster
clock rate, and an alternative performance gaining technique needed to be employed. This
roadblock has more or less forced the transition away from single-core central processing unit
(CPU) design to chip-multiprocessor (CMP) design. This shifts performance progress away
from faster single-threaded execution to slower execution of more instructions in parallel
threads. A multitude of commercial and research chips have been released with high core
counts in recent years such as the Sony/Toshiba/IBM’s 9-core Cell Microprocessor [1], the
Tilera Tile 64-core chip [2], and Intel’s 80-core Teraflop Research Chip [3].
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The shift from single-threaded execution to multi-threaded execution leads to fundamental
changes in the way that computer programs are ran. The naive method for leveraging multi-
core computers is to simultaneously run multiple independent programs, each on separate
cores. The processor supplies more net computational ‘force’, but individual applications
are still hampered by a performance ceiling limited by the clock speed. The challenging
engineering task is to utilize multiple cores to accelerate the execution of a single program.
This requires fundamental changes in the way application codes are structured and changes in
methodologies utilized for software development. Parallel computing has had a long history
of progress and innovation in the high-performance computing (HPC) field where it continues
to make headway, however it is also beginning to emerge as a relevant and important research
topic for computation at the node and embedded-system level [4].
Another consequence of this shift has been the requirement of a hardware interconnect
subsystem to link the many cores together, as well as connecting the multiple cores to
off-chip components such as main memory and input-output (I/O) signals. Thus far,
electronic-enabled interconnects have been able to satisfy the communication requirements of
current computing systems. However, as these systems continue to scale in performance and
size, it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain a network that can both accommodate
the communication demands and stay within power-dissipation limits of the system
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package [5, 6]. Electronically-enabled interconnects in CMPs already account for over 50% of
the dynamic power dissipated in some high-performance chips [7]. The portion of dissipated
power that comes from the interconnect is expected to continue to grow with time and will
become the limiting factor in performance scaling again.
For Moore’s Law to continue, it has become clear that the ultimate solution to the
performance and power problems will need to be realized through a paradigm shift in the way
that computer architectures are built and designed. The shift can either be brought about
through fundamental changes to the way that computation logic is devised, or alternatively,
and more dramatically, through a a migration in underlying technology. One such solution
that could potentially alleviate many of the problems facing CMPs is the usage of optics, or
more specifically photonics.
Optical communications has steadily penetrated smaller and smaller scales of application
domains as electronics wanes in its capabilities to support the needed amounts of data
transmission [8]. Optics has long been established within the realm of long-haul and metro
communications for its superior distance-bandwidth product in comparison to previously
used long-haul electronic communication systems. Photonics in HPC is emerging as
the solitary solution for data transport beyond several meters due to rising bandwidth
requirements on the order of terabits per second. At the chip scale, designers continue to
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struggle with the scaling of purely electronic systems which has led to photonics becoming
an obvious candidate for supplying the necessary performance requirements of future CMP
systems.
Photonics technology has emerged as a promising chip-scale interconnect solution to
the various challenges facing CMP scaling. Photonic signaling using wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) can enable orders of magnitude higher bandwidth density than
electronics which is becoming increasingly constrained by the wire and pin densities that
can be achieved [9]. The power dissipation of photonic signaling can be designed to be
practically independent of distance and data rate. This allows for high-speed data to
flow seamlessly between the on- and off-chip domains. All the necessary optical devices
for creating chip-scale photonic interconnection networks have been demonstrated using
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)-compatible fabrication techniques [10,
11, 12]. This compatibility allows them to be economically produced in existing fabrication
lines. Moreover, CMOS compatibility allows these optical devices to be directly integrated
with electronic digital circuits, providing a flexible and powerful means to create a high-
performance interconnect fabric.
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Figure 1.1: Illustrations of the current typical interconnect architecture.
1.2 Photonics and Memory
The distance independence and high datarate features of optics are remarkably well matched
for a current major challenge facing computing systems: main memory interconnect
architectures. The communication link between the CPU and main memory is a critical
performance bottleneck for current fully electronic computing systems. Fig. 1.1 shows the
current typical structure of a memory subsystem. The component which we might typically
think of as the processor is the integrated circuit (IC) which handles the pipeline that
performs arithmetic functions, logic functions, issues requests for data retrieval from memory,
and issues requests for data transmission to memory. The memory controller translates
processor memory requests into the logic signals necessary to access the requested memory
elements. The memory itself in typically commercial systems is arranged as dual in-line
memory modules (DIMMs) which are daughter cards mounted with several memory chips
(typically dynamic random-access memory, also known as DRAM).
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In regards to memory interactions, the processor only possesses the ability to directly
retrieve from its on-chip cache. If a cache miss occurs, then the processor must communicate
with main memory to interact with the addressed data. This action requires communication
process to transpire off the chip, representing a domain boundary traversal and troublesome
engineering challenge for system architects. Interactions occur as follows. First, the processor
issues a request to the memory controller. Next, the memory controller must translate the
request into the proper signaling to interact with the addressed memory cells. Lastly, main
memory honors the commands from the memory controller and performs the requested
action. In the event of a memory read operation, the data must be sent back through the
controller and then to the processor. As is seen in the illustration (Fig. 1.1), the connection
between the processor and the memory controller, and the memory controller and main
memory requires a signaling bus that is composed of many wires in parallel. While many
current commercial processors possess integrated memory controllers which combines the
processor and memory controller into a single package, it does not preclude the need for
a wide bus to interact with memory. Current third generation double data-rate (DDR3)
DRAM requires 240 pins for proper electrical signaling. Memory systems have successfully
been able to scale in capacity, however due to the need for complexing wiring have struggled
in terms of bandwidth and latency improvement.
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Double Precision Compute Performance (GFLOPS)
Figure 1.2: Memory performance of commercial micro-processors in recent years and
projections.
A current metric that architects are increasingly specifying for a properly designed
computer system is one byte I/O transferred per floating-point operations (FLOP). In
other words, 1 B/FLOP specifies a balance between memory bandwidth and computation
performance. Conventional computer architecture designs have been able to dodge this issue
8
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by leveraged temporal and spatial locality of memory access. The presence of data locality
enables the utilization of effective caching systems to hide access latencies. Fig. 1.2 shows
the recent trend in computational performance versus the available memory bandwidth. The
plot shows a trend in commercial processors that is half an order of magnitude below the
1 B/FLOP metric. However, new cluster computing application classes have risen in recent
years which require a constant stream of data from main memory. This requirement for
constant streams of large amounts of data effectively nullifies the performance that caching
can bring.
The difficulties associated with scaling the latency and bandwidth performance of memory
can be understood through a discussion on wire delays. The wire can be modeled as an RC
circuit with time constant defined as τ = RC, where R and C are the resistance and the
capacitance of the wire. The time constant determines how quickly the wire will transfer a
signal in response to an excitation by a driver. Qualitatively, a large τ corresponds to a large
delay and lower frequency cutoff while a small τ corresponds to a small delay and higher
frequency cutoff. It becomes apparent that shorter wires can produce a smaller τ from a
lower resistance, however smaller and more densely packed wires will produce a larger τ .
Current memory sub-systems place the memory components (known as dual in-line
memory modules, or DIMMs) near the CPU. The reason for the close proximity is to reduce
9
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of an optically-attached memory compute system with a processor
attached to a single memory bank (composed of multiple DIMMs) via an optical bus.
delay and increase frequency cutoff in the wire traces. In an attempt to optimize τ , system
designers try to place the memory as close as possible to the CPU to reduce the lengths
of wire. However, a design tradeoff arises from the need to meet capacity demands by
including many DIMMs which conflicts with the available area when the traces are limited
in length. Optics eliminates these RC-circuit properties and consequentially can eliminate
distance-dependent performance. By enabling optical memory links, memory can be placed
at farther distances while maintaining high data rates.
The advantages that optics can leverage naturally make it an ideal technological solution
to the challenges facing memory for computing. The overarching vision for the application
of photonics to memory systems in shown in Fig. 1.3. Research has shown that the enabling
of optically-attached memory can provide significant performance advantages for typical
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high-performance computational algorithms [13]. Fig. 1.3 shows a hypothetical optical link
between a processor and memory DIMMs. The processor and DIMMs each have integrated
photonic transceiver components. This close integration of electronic logic and photonic
components is key to eliminating the need for board-level wire traces and consequently
the delay characteristics of off-chip communications. IBM Research has experimentally
demonstrated this tight integration of photonics with electronic drivers [14].
A potential extension of the optically-attached memory is the optical-network-attached
memory which places an optical network between the processor and memory. This enables
the possibility of utilizing multiple memory banks for a each processor chip. This is not
practically feasible in the electrical domain due to the RC delay issues explained earlier.
However, the bandwidth density offered by optics enables the creation of such a system.
Fig. 1.4 illustrates this concept.
A final issue that the memory system of current computer systems face is in the available
off-chip I/O bandwidth. While on-chip bus bandwidths can reach terabits-per-second scales,
off-chip memory bandwidths are orders of magnitude less at 100’s of gigabits-per-second. For
example, the Tilera Tile processor is a 64-core chip arranged in an 8×8 mesh configuration
with 2.56 Tb/s of bisection bandwidth and an off-chip memory bandwidth of 200 Gb/s [2].
This is primarily a limitation of the available pin count on chip packaging. Current state-of-
11
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of an optical-network-attached memory compute system with a single
processor attached to a single memory bank via a photonic interconnection network.
the-art chips contain a maximum of around 2000 pins, with a significant number of the pins
being utilized for power delivery and grounding.
Fig. 1.5 plots rough estimates of the number of pins that are devoted to I/O for a sample
set of processors (red squares) in the past decade. Fig. 1.5 also shows the targeted number of
pins in the next decade which are values published by the International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS) in 2010 [15]. Lastly, the figure also shows the required pin count
for each processor if it were to achieve the 1 B/FLOP metric, with estimated scaling of the
clock frequency and improvements in processor performance. Notable is the fact that current
commercial processors more or less closely flows the trend expected by the ITRS, however,
this trend is almost an order of magnitude lower than the required pin count for 1 B/FLOP
12
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Figure 1.5: Processor I/O pin scaling of commercial micro-processors in recent years
(estimated, red square markers). Plot also shows ITRS projections for targeted pin count
in next decade (blue diamond markers), and the required pin count of a processor package in
order to achieve a performance of 1 B/FLOP (green triangle markers).
performance. This electronic packaging problem is a potential area where photonics can




The catalyst for the work presented here stems from a need to develop technological solutions
for the performance scaling problems facing chip-scaling computing systems. The engineering
challenges arise in three domains (Fig. 1.6), 1) devices, 2) tools, and 3) architectures. Within
the device realm, physicists must design, create, and utilize new novel components for
enabling the fundamental functions of an optical link. On the opposite side of the spectrum
are the computer architects, who must create systems from the combination of fundamental
devices to do useful things such as computation. Lastly, the domain that welds these two
opposite but closely intertwined domains together are the tools, which must be designed and
created in order to facilitate the collaborative and cohesive progress of the two areas. This
work predominantly focuses the two later domains and emphasizes two particular topics: 1)
Fundamental Devices Network ArchitecturesMethodology
and Tools
Figure 1.6: Three engineering challenges towards the realization and commercialization of
chip-scale photonic interconnection networks: devices, tools, and architectures.
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a methodology and associated tools for the designing and analyzing photonic interconnection
networks, and 2) the utilization of this tool for designing new photonic architectures and
studying their performance implications.
The organization of the remainder of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 will provide a literature review of the current state of the art in photonics.
The review will provide an introduction into three aspects of the field, 1) the fundamental
photonic devices used to construct interconnection networks at the chip scale, 2) photonic
interconnection network architectures used to link computation nodes, and 3) software tools
used to design and understand photonic interconnection networks.
Chapter 3 discusses a photonic novel design methodology we developed for understanding
photonic interconnection networks. We created PhoenixSim, a photonic network simulator,
to implement this methodology. PhoenixSim is used for modeling and understanding
photonic interconnection networks and is an integral in the research work presented in this
thesis.
In Chapter 4, we review our research into the physical-layer performance of photonic
interconnection networks. We highlight our study of physical-layer metrics (e.g. insertion
loss, optical crosstalk) in the photonic networks which have no electronic equivalent.
This fundamental understanding of photonic metrics enables photonic network architecture
15
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designers to develop realistic architectures that obey the physical constraints of the photonic
elements.
Chapter 5 discusses the development of wavelength-selective spatial routing which utilize
new control techniques which have not been previously considered. This includes laboratory-
based experimental validation of the concept, and simulated performance results.
Lastly, Chapter 6 provides concluding remarks. In particular, the major contributions
of this work are summarized. In addition, areas of future work are also offered as crucial




This chapter reviews several topics in the field of photonic interconnection networks that
are relevant to the research presented in the later chapters of this dissertation. First,
the fundamental set of devices that are used to construct photonic communication links
are described. Then, a review of proposed photonic chip-scale architectures is presented.
Lastly, an overview of research tools being developed for photonic interconnection networks
is presented.
2.1 Silicon Photonic Devices for Communications
This section on devices reviews the components necessary in the creation of a optical
communication channel. While there is a large variety of photonic devices being developed
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and researched, the actual number of types of devices required for a optical network is fairly
concise. The set of devices required for a photonic interconnection network are waveguides,
couplers, modulators, detectors, switches, and filters. In this section, silicon photonic devices
will be described, elucidated in terms of their usefulness towards chip-scale optical networks,
and contrasted with electronic equivalents.
Fig. 2.1 illustrates the general structure of all optical communication channels, which
comprises of the communicating nodes and the optical link itself. The optical link consists
of three functional blocks: 1) generation, 2) transport and manipulation, and 3) reception.
Generation occurs near a source node and involves the creation of a waveform in the optical
domain for transporting useful information. Transport and manipulation is for controlling
the movement of optical data so that the useful information can properly travel from
source node to destination node. Lastly, reception enables the optical link to translate
the useful information back into the electrical domain to be used by the computing resource
at the destination node. In many cases, the transport and manipulation section of the
link serves as the most important determiner of network performance since the generation
and reception stages are generally very similar across all network architectures.These three
components (generation, transport/manipulation, and reception) encompass everything
needed for optical communications.
18
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Figure 2.1: High-level block diagram of all optical communication links.
Although the high-level functional diagram of the canonical optical link (Fig. 2.1) is
functionally similar to electronic interconnects, the two technology domains actually require
fundamentally different design paradigms. In terms of generation and reception, the link
requires a translation from electrons in the electrical domain to photons in the optical domain.
Although all-optical computation and photonic logic (and in the same vein, quantum
computing) are currently being proposed and researched [16, 17], the work presented here
assumes the utilization of electronic-based logic and electronic-based compute nodes for the
foreseeable future.
An additionally advantage of optical links is that they can uniquely leverage WDM, which
is the ability to transmit multiple streams of data on a single physical waveguide by leveraging
several optical carriers. Parallel data streams in an electronic network would require multiple
spatially parallel wires. In contrast, a single waveguide (the photonic equivalent of a wire)
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can transport several streams of optical data by utilizing a unique wavelength for each
independent data stream. In non-high-power scenarios, each optical carrier with its unique
wavelength will not interfere with any other signal flowing along the same waveguide. This
WDM aspect of optical communications is a fundamental reason for why photonic networks-
on-chip (NoCs) are attractive for providing high bandwidth links in future systems. The
utilization of WDM in various architectures will be discussed in later chapters.
2.1.1 Waveguides
Waveguides can be regarded as the photonic equivalent of a wire. Waveguides are passive
components which provide the physical links between all sources and destinations and enables
connectivity between all photonic devices. Although they are simple devices, they are a
fundamental elements in each of the three blocks of the canonical optical link. A photonic
signal experiences insertion loss (i.e. attenuation) as it propagates through the waveguide
due to free carrier absorption, light scattering at sidewall imperfections, and substrate
leakage [18]. Most photonic devices are fabricated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology,
which limits waveguide placement to 2-D planar layouts. This means that the proper routing
of data will require waveguide portions to be straight, as well as bend, and to cross. Each type
of waveguide presents additional sources of loss which must be considered when determining
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overall scalability of a photonic network.
A straight waveguide segment is simplest in design and will typically have the lowest loss
when compared to any other waveguide variations (i.e. bends and crossings). A paper
(Ref. [18]) published in 2005 surveyed waveguides published by research groups around
the world, showing SOI-based waveguides with losses ranging from 2.4 dB/cm up to 110
dB/cm. More recently, silicon waveguides with cross sectional areas of approximately
500 nm× 250 nm have been demonstrated improved losses of 1–2 dB/cm [19, 20]. Lower
losses can be achieved using more exotic fabrication techniques such as with etchless silicon
waveguides that have been shown to have losses of 0.3 dB/cm [21]. In terms of other current
CMOS compatible materials besides crystalline silicon, silicon nitride is also a possible option
due to its extremely low loss characteristics (losses of 0.1 dB/cm, [22]).
Just like an electronic wire, waveguides need to trace out paths with both straight sections
and bending sections in order to divert signals correctly. Bends are necessary for the proper
routing of optical paths, but also introduce an additional source of attenuation. This excess
attenuation introduced by the bend is inversely related to the bending radius. Thus, a
smaller bending radius produces a larger excess loss factor. The amount of loss has been
experimentally measured to be 0.005dB per 90◦ with bending radius of 6.5 µm [19]. In
general, bending radii longer than 5 µm produce negligible excess loss in comparison to the
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propagation loss of the waveguide itself.
Waveguide crossings are inherently required in silicon-based on-chip topologies due
to the 2-D planar nature of the technology platform. Crossings occur whenever two
waveguides intersect and can exhibit both insertion loss and crosstalk which can have an
impact on system scalability and performance. This is in distinct contrast with electronic
interconnects, which do not allow arbitrary crossings of two wires since this would cause a
short circuit. Since many topologies inevitably require a large number of waveguide crossings,
it is important for these devices to exhibit both low insertion loss and low crosstalk. A
6µm× 6µm double-etched crossing design has been fabricated and tested, and was shown
to have fairly low insertion loss at 0.16 dB and high crosstalk suppression at about -40 dB
[23].
2.1.2 Couplers
The cross-boundary interface that separates the on-chip and off-chip domain presents a
distinct situation where photonics can break through performance bottlenecks that are
typically experienced by electronics. The capacitive effects of metal wires cause limitations
in both the distance and rate at which data can be transmitted electronically, consequently
causing problems when trying to scale I/O performance which can potentially require long
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wires that travel off-chip and across a board.
An optical coupler is a device that joins two waveguide segments together, including
segments that might straddle an interface boundary. For example, this would occur at a chip
I/O when transferring an optical signal from a on-chip silicon waveguide to an off-chip silica
fiber. While traditional electronic system design is typically restrictive in cross-boundary
data transmission (such as going from on-chip to off-chip), photonic interconnect-enabled
systems possess the unique capability of crossing those boundaries with minimal impact
on interconnect performance. Integrated optical I/O enables bandwidth transparency for
off-chip signaling, and, unlike electrical I/O, the resulting signal integrity is much more
resilient to propagation distance. Additionally, the power consumed in off-chip photonic
communications is comparable to that of photonic on-chip message transfers, reducing the
on- and off-chip bandwidth mismatch brought on by power limitations in current electronic
systems.
A coupler of a signal on or off a chip can be accomplished through either a vertical coupler
on the chip surface or a lateral coupler at the chip edge. The lateral coupling method transfers
light at the chip edge which has demonstrated losses of less than 1 dB across a bandwidth of
over 300 nm [24, 25, 26]. Vertical coupling utilizes Bragg gratings (periodic index changes)
to allow the coupling of light into a waveguide. Vertical couplers produce losses below 1
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dB which is comparable to lateral couplers, however suffer from much lower bandwidths at
around 30 nm [27, 28]. Although vertical couplers exhibit smaller bandwidths, they can
achieve much better alignment tolerances. Also vertical couplers can be placed anywhere on
the surface of a chip which allows for flexibility in optical I/O placement and for chip-scale
testing which is critical for achieving mass production of photonic chips.
2.1.3 Ring Resonators
The ring resonator is an instrumental device in the construction of photonic interconnection
networks due to its versatility in implementing a variety of networking functions, compact
footprint, and CMOS compatibility [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Ring resonators can be
utilized to create modulators, filters, and switches.
Ring resonators are waveguides that form a closed loop which can be designed to
manipulate the flow of light in a way that enables network functionality. Light interacts
with the rings at specific periodically spaced wavelengths in the optical spectrum, called
resonant modes. When a waveguide is properly positioned next to a ring resonator,
lightwaves injected into waveguide that are rejected by the ring (termed off resonance)
will be transmitted (Fig. 2.2a). Lightwaves that couple into the ring (termed on resonance)
will not be transmitted and will be dissipated by the ring (Fig. 2.2b). A ring can also be
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electrically manipulated to fluctuate between these two states to produce modulated light on
the waveguide output. This modulated light provides the necessary mechanism to transfer
an electrical signal into an optical signal for the generation block of the canonical optical
link.
Alternatively, ring resonators can be designed to deliver on-resonance lightwaves onto
a nearby secondary waveguide to enable filtering or switching functionality (Fig. 2.2c).
Switching is critical components in the transport and manipulation stage of the optical
link as it allows a system to divert and control the path the optical signal takes in the
network. Filters can be utilized in both the generation and reception stages since it can be
utilized for multiplexing or demultiplexing WDM signals. Filters can also be utilized in the
transport/manipulation segment
The free spectral range (FSR) of the ring resonator is inversely proportional to the
circumference of the loop, and quantifies the space between wavelengths that will couple
and resonate with the ring. Modulators and filters which operate on a single wavelength
will ideally have a small circumference and large FSR, thereby allowing only a single on-
resonance wavelength and rejecting all other channels (Fig. 2.2d). When filtering or switching
is required on more than a single wavelength, a smaller FSR is desirable, so that several
wavelength channels can be concurrently on resonance with the ring (Fig. 2.2e). In this
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Figure 2.2: Ring resonator functional characteristics. (a) Off-resonance wavelength with a
single waveguide. (b) On-resonance wavelength with a single waveguide. (c) On-resonance
wavelength with secondary waveguide. (d) Transmission spectra of a long FSR ring resonator.
(e) Transmission spectra of a short FSR ring resonator. The solid and dotted spectra in (d)
and (e) show the influence of electro-optic control on the resonances of the ring while in an
electrically unbiased and biased state.
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manner, the single ring resonator can be used to simultaneously manipulate all channels in
a WDM signal with no additional cost in complexity or footprint.
Moreover, Fig. 2.2d and Fig. 2.2e illustrate how electro-optic control through free carrier
injection can be used to manipulate the resonant wavelengths of the ring for modulation
or active switching [31, 32]. Electrical manipulation can be accomplished by creating a p-
i-n structure on the ring with the waveguide acting as the intrinsic region. Electrically
biasing the p-i-n structure will cause a shift in refractive index due to the free-carrier
plasma dispersion effect in silicon [36]. This contrasts with thermal manipulation which
uses the thermo-optic properties of the material for index changes [37]. The diverse range
in functionality and the controllability offered by the ring resonator has been instrumental
in the design of photonic interconnection networks.
The FSR imposes a limitation on the number of wavelength channels that can be utilized
in a WDM system. Ring resonator modulators should affect only a single wavelength channel,
therefore the periodic nature of the resonances imposes an inherent limitation on the number
of channels possible. Preston, et al. showed that a WDM interconnect based on ring
resonators will be able to maintain a satisfactorily low crosstalk level by having maximum
wavelength channel count limitation of 62 when assuming 10-Gb/s datarates [38]. One
cause of this limitation is that the minimum ring radius which can be fabricated also results
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in a maximum FSR limit of 50 nm. This issue can be addressed by exploiting more exotic
resonator designs which can significantly elongate the FSR such as interferometric combining
[39], photonic bandgap structures [40], and the Vernier effect [41]. These techniques can be
used to increase the FSR, and correspondingly increase the available spectrum and allowable
number channels.
2.1.4 Detectors
Photo-detectors are used for converting optical messages back into the electrical domain and
occurs in the reception end of the optical link. While the detection element itself is not
a ring resonator, photo-detectors still require rings to properly filter individual wavelength
channels from an entire WDM message. Each ring filter will only allow the light from a
single wavelength channel to be incident on the photo-detector it precedes, thereby allowing
the receiver to convert a single wavelength channel’s worth of data back into the electrical
domain. Similar to modulators, filtering should be accomplished without disturbing other
adjacent wavelength channels by using as high an FSR as possible. Integrated high-speed
germanium detectors have been demonstrated operating at speeds of 40 Gbps [42, 43].
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2.2 Photonic Interconnection Networks
Advancements in silicon photonic device technology has brought about the development of
all the functional components necessary in constructing chip-scale interconnection networks
based on photonics. The set of fundamental devices include waveguides [19, 20], bends [19],
crossings [23], filters [29], switches [30], modulators [31], and detectors [44]. Replicating
the functionality of electronic interconnect designs with these photonic devices is possible,
however the advantages that photonic technology offers will not be fully appreciated
since their behavior and characteristics are fundamentally different from their electronic
counterparts. Network architects have also proposed a variety of advanced novel interconnect
designs in order to fully leverage the capabilities of photonics.
The various proposed photonic networks can be generally classified as leveraging a
combination of three optical arbitration domains: time, wavelength, and space. Each
arbitration domain provides a unique optical routing mechanism with different advantages
and disadvantages. Fig. 2.3 provides a qualitative illustration of the design space that is
afforded by these arbitration methodologies and the relative placement of the aforementioned
routing techniques. A brief description of wavelength-selective spatial routing has been
included in this literature review for completeness, nevertheless this architecture will be
described in complete detail in the Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.3: Routing technique design space based on three arbitration domains: time,
wavelength, and space.
The simplest case is the optical bus which does not require any form of routing. Lack of
an arbitration mechanism limits the network to a single source node and a single destination
node. In what can be considered as the first step towards a full-scale photonic platform, Ophir
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et al. demonstrated the operation of an optical bus (i.e. point-to-point link) operating at
a data rate of 3 GHz [45].
Wavelength-routed topologies are constructed using ring-resonator-based filters which
accordingly route lightwaves based on their wavelengths [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. Any source node
can address its intended destination through the selection of an appropriate transmission
wavelength (i.e. source routing), which is then guided by the ring filters throughout
the network. Transmission latencies can be designed to be extremely short when using
wavelength routing since the propagation delay is simply the time of flight at the speed
of light. However, spectral bandwidth is leveraged for routing purposes which could have
otherwise be used to increase communication data rates.
Spatial routing uses electro-optic broadband ring resonators to guide a large set of parallel
wavelength channels along an optical path [51, 52, 53]. The ring resonators act as comb
switches to simultaneously control the path of all incident wavelength channels (Fig. 2.2e).
Spatial routing requires a priori establishment of the entire optical path which is typically
created using a circuit-switching style methodology. While spatial routing exhibits longer
latencies than wavelength routing due to the overhead of the circuit-switching protocol,
it is able to leverage the entirety of the available optical spectrum for data striping to
create extremely high bandwidth links. A previous study showed that the circuit-switching
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overhead can be amortized over large data messages, which is a characteristic in certain
scientific applications typically executed on high-performance systems [52]. Section 4.1
provides a detailed description of the photonic circuit-switching design.
The usage of time-division multiplexing (TDM) has also been previously proposed as a
technique for improving optical on-chip network performance [54]. TDM routing temporally
divides the transmission medium into a continuous series of frames. Each frame is subdivided
into several time slots which represents a different configuration of the entire optical network,
and the set of all unique time slots completely connects all nodes in the network. The
network is constructed using broadband ring switches, identical to the switches used for
spatial routing, which are electro-optically reconfigured at the beginning of each time slot.
A queued message at a source node will wait until an appropriate time slot arrives before
it begins transmission, which contrasts with the spatial routing mechanism of immediately
requesting the circuit allocation.
Wavelength-selective spatial routing (WSSR) is an extension of the spatial routing
technique and is fully described in Chapter 5. This type of routing exploits the wavelength
selectivity of ring resonators so that WDM signals can be partitioned into multiple logical
network planes [55, 56]. Standard spatially routed networks requires a costly circuit switching
protocol that can cause long delays when resources are over utilized. WSSR mitigates this
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issue by distributing messages across several logical planes to reduce congestion.
Incarnations of some of the aforementioned TDM routing and the WSSR concept
presented in this work were previously proposed and analyzed for multi-processor networks
and wide area networks [57, 58]. The previous work showed that the use of WDM and
TDM was effective for reducing network-level latency. With respect to TDM techniques, a
comparison of link multiplexing and path multiplexing was conducted and showed that link
multiplexing performed better in certain traffic configurations with a significant reduction in
design complexity [57]. The alternative WDM technique was also described to have similar
performance characteristics as the TDM case [58].
2.3 Computer-Aided Design Tools
As the interest for using photonic interconnects continues to grow, so does the need for
computer-aided design (CAD) tools that can harness the potential of this new technology.
In the realm of simulation, two levels exist which are of interest to photonic network
designers: link-level and system-level. Simulation is an especially important predictive tool
for gauging the performance of these photonic interconnect systems which are too complex
for manufacturing in current fabrication technology. Beyond simulation, design tools will be
needed to effectively and accurately design complex and efficient photonic interconnection
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networks. Most conventional simulation and design tools are not ideally suited for capturing
the physical and performance characteristics of chip-scale photonic interconnection devices
and networks. Therefore the development of photonically-enabled tools is needed to fill the
void.
As photonic interconnect topologies are becoming increasingly complex, layout tools and
optimization techniques will be required for efficient and accurate design. Ding et al. have
developed OIL (Optical Interconnect Library) a synthesis-like CAD tool for optimizing
optical router designs in terms of insertion loss [59]. The methodology allows for constraint
based optimization in terms of latency and insertion loss. Similarly, Minz et al. have devised
a synthesis tool for timing-driven optimization of optical waveguide placement in an on-chip
network [60]. VANDAL is a place-and-route tool for on-chip photonic architectures which
uses a library of modeled and characterized components, and includes automation tools for
rapid design and synthesis [61].
With link-level simulation, the primary concern is detailed physical modeling of all the
end-to-end aspects of a photonic path to determine performance metrics such as signal
integrity and link reliability. O’Connor et al. proposed a link-level simulation environment
for heterogeneous photonic integrated circuits which leverages detailed synthesizable models
of building-block components for the purpose of determining interconnect density, area,
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link delay, and link power requirements [62]. Similarly, De Wilde et al. presented an
approach for characterizing CMOS-to-CMOS links in terms of timing, error rates, and
noise sensitivity [63]. The IBM optical link simulator was created to design and analyze
telecom- and LAN-scale links through metrics such as failure rates, power penalties, and
signal performance (e.g. eye diagrams) [64].
System-level simulation uses a higher-level of abstraction than link-level simulation and
is primarily concerned with determining network performance metrics (e.g. bandwidth,
application latency, and system power dissipation). Briere et al. have developed the ONoC
SystemC model which focuses on the simulation of optical networks-on-chip using the
SystemC framework and primarily addressing high-level system concerns including device
timing and network-level power dissipation [65]. Their modeling is currently specific
to topologies that leverage the lambda router, which routes optical traffic based on the
wavelength of light that is being used by the source. OptiSim is a system-level simulator for
modeling optical interconnects in board- and cluster-based computing [66].
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Chapter 3
Design Methodology and Simulator
for Chip-Scale Photonic Networks
In this chapter, we present a methodology for designing, modeling, and analyzing the
performance of photonic interconnection networks [67, 68]. Furthermore, this chapter will
highlight several techniques to synergistically study a photonic architecture’s system-level
properties through physical-layer analysis. We have developed the PhoenixSim environment
which implements the described modeling and analysis aspects of our methodology and
has been made publicly available [69]. PhoenixSim is implemented using OMNeT++, an
open-source C++-based event-driven simulation environment [70, 71]. Our methodology
and PhoenixSim represent a novel set of tools which system architects can use to see how
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integrated photonics can potentially impact the performance of a particular computing
system. PhoenixSim was initially planned and developed to specifically target silicon
photonic architectures, however the simulation environment was designed to be generalized
for photonic components of any material system (e.g. III-V materials) or scale (e.g. wide-
area networks, telecom). The methodology and simulator are vital tools utilized for the
architecture analysis in Chapter 4 and architecture design in Chapter 5.
PhoenixSim and the associated methodology are the successor to POINTS, which stands
for Photonic On-Chip Interconnection Network Traffic Simulator [51]. POINTS was designed
to look at the performance of photonic chip-scale architectures using synthetic-based traffic
patterns.
3.1 Motivation for Photonic Simulation
While there are currently a large number of high-quality simulation environments available
for studying networks architectures, none are capable of handling the unique architectures
that are possible when considering chip-scale silicon photonics. Notable simulators of
traditional systems include ns-2, NetSim, OPNET, and GloMoSim. These simulators
typically support most standardized communication protocols (e.g. TCP) and are therefore
well suited for traditional large scale networks. While these network simulators may support
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optical components, the available library of elements are mostly relegated to commercially
available equipment. For this reason, these simulators are unsuitable for the exotic network
architectures that are available in the chip-scale domain.
An additional simulator characteristic that is needed is the ability to model the physical
level of the optical components. Current fabrication technology is limited to simple device-
level demonstrations (at most ) for silicon photonics. A full scale network exceeds
PhoenixSim is primarily categorized as a system-level simulation environment that
includes some aspects of link-level simulation. Our PhoenixSim environment closely
resembles OptiSim (Ref. [66]) with respect to the use of a photonic building block library,
and extractability of physical and system metrics. We differentiate our work from OptiSim
through combination of our focus on chip-scale systems, support for spatial and temporal
based photonic chip-scale architectures, and synergistic study of physical-layer and system-
level performance metrics.
3.2 Methodology and Design Flow Overview
An overview of our design methodology is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The sequence of design
stages we employ for modeling photonic interconnection networks primarily consists of six
design steps: 1) specification of the network building blocks, 2) specification of the target
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Figure 3.1: The design flow of modeling a network in the PhoenixSim environment.
application, 3) modeling of the network architecture, 4) system-level performance analysis,
5) physical-layer characterization, and 6) iterative refinement of parameters and design.
Step 1 (as labeled in Fig. 3.1) involves the specification of the fundamental network
building blocks that will be used for creating the interconnection network. The collection
of network building blocks is named the Interconnect Building Block Library. Within this
library is a set of photonic devices that are characterized using the Basic Element Device
Model (Fig. 3.2), described in further detail in Section 3.3. Users of this design methodology
can choose to design a network based on the included library of devices, or extend the library
themselves with other novel photonic building blocks.
The library for electronic building blocks consists of switch, arbitrator, and buffer blocks
for creating standard pipelined routers. PhoenixSim leverages the ORION simulator [72]
for deriving detailed values for electronic delay and energy dissipation. The electronic
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Figure 3.2: A subset of the photonic devices in the Interconnect Building Block Library.
router model is highly configurable and includes parameters for clock rate, buffer size,
channel width, and number of virtual channels. In addition to the standard router design,
the electronic router model also includes additional methods for interfacing with photonic
devices. Electro-optic photonic devices can take an electronic input to influence its optical
behavior and are essential components for enabling the active types of switching used in
some proposed networks [51, 73].
Next, Step 2 consists of specifying the target application. PhoenixSim currently supports
the use of both synthetically generated traffic patterns and communication traces, with
eventual plans for integration with a cycle-accurate microarchitecture simulator. A variety of
synthetic patterns have already been created within the environment (e.g. random, hotspot,
nearest neighbor, and tornado) and is extensible to others. Communication traces can be
generated by monitoring the network traffic during the execution of a real application and
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic of a design for a 4×4 non-blocking photonic switch. (b) A screenshot
of how PhoenixSim composes the switch by instancing basic photonic devices. (c) Microscope
image of a 4×4 non-blocking switch fabricated at the Cornell Nanofabrication Facility.
used as an input into PhoenixSim. Performance results gained by using communication traces
are useful in assessing the application-specific performance gains of photonic networks [52].
The design and modeling of the network occurs in Step 3 of the design flow. The
devices from the Interconnect Building Block Library can be combined to create higher-
order networking components and entire interconnection network topologies. By accounting
for the target applications, a network architect can optimize the topology design to target
specific requirements such as message size, latency, and/or throughput. For instance,
Fig. 3.3 illustrates how a 4×4 non-blocking switch can be derived within PhoenixSim
by connecting various devices from the Building Block Library. Fig. 3.3a illustrates the
schematic representation of the 4×4 non-blocking switch, while Fig. 3.3b depicts the
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PhoenixSim representation as composed within the environment. In Fig. 3.3c, an image
of an actual 4×4 non-blocking switch that was fabricated at the Cornell Nanofabrication
Facility is shown [74].
Step 4 involves the characterization of the network architecture at the physical-layer,
which involves metrics such as the optical power budget, crosstalk, and power dissipation.
The overall physical-layer performance of a derived photonic component or topology can be
determined from the aggregate performance of the individual photonic devices. Although
this is not as rigorous as a true link-level simulator, this hierarchical building process
enables an accurate first-order physical characterization of an entire network through the
characterization of a small number of foundational components.
Step 5 measures the system-level performance characteristics of the network architecture
in terms of data throughput and latency. Many of the physical properties that are identified
in Step 4 have an impact on network functionality and scalability and play a crucial role in
determining overall system performance.
Finally, Step 6 forms the basis for an iterative process, where the performance results
and analysis of the modeled network can be used to refine the topology design and device
parameters to further optimize the overall performance. Previous work has demonstrated
the effectiveness of this iterative step. The initial physical-layer characterizations showed
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the dramatic impact that waveguide crossing loss had on performance and a subsequent
analysis of a system with improved crossings resulted in a dramatic improvement in overall
performance [53].
3.3 Photonic Device Library
Our method for modeling photonic devices is designed to enable the assessment of the
physical-layer performance at a first-order approximation while concurrently allowing for
system-level analysis with a reasonable computational requirement. Many simulation
packages use techniques such as finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) to accurately model an
electromagnetic field according to Maxwell’s equations. FDTD analysis, however, is usually
limited to a single or small set of devices since it is computationally intensive and can have
a large memory requirement. We use a more efficient level of abstraction by establishing a
set of characteristic device parameters that are key to measuring the physical and system
metrics which are important to our understanding of photonic interconnection networks.
This simplified model enables PhoenixSim simulations to run on conventional computers in
a period of minutes or hours. The device characteristics can be determined experimentally,
through simulation, or projected. This set of modeled devices composes the Photonic Device
Library. While the descriptions included in this paper mostly highlight silicon ring-based
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topologies, the modeling methodology can easily be used to describe devices based on other
technology domains such as Mach-Zehnders (also described in this section), photonic crystals,
and MEMS.
The parameters used to describe basic photonic devices, called Basic Elements, are shown
in Fig. 3.4. We refer to optical inputs and outputs as ports. Each port is physically bi-
directional, therefore ports from which an optical signal can ingress into can also be used to
egress from, and vice versa. Certain network topologies may still require uni-directional
operation of the ports to facilitate simplicity or satisfy some other design requirement.
Nonetheless, the bi-directional nature of each port is still represented for accuracy. The ports
of the device are enumerated 0. . .N −1 where N is the number of ports of a photonic device.
The later figures in this section which show device geometry will have ports (represented
by black dots) labeled with their assigned value. N also determines the size of additional
parameter matrices used in defining the photonic device behavior and characteristics.
We use a logical routing table to determine the path a message takes through the device.
Fig. 3.4 shows how the routing table can be represented as a length-N vector, where the
index represents the ingression port of an optical signal and the value at the index represents
the egression port.
Additionally, we use two tables to represent the latency and the optical insertion loss
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Figure 3.4: Parameters for characterizing a photonic device using the Basic Element Model.
properties of the device. Each property is represented as a N×N matrix where the row
corresponds to the port through which the optical signal ingresses from (input) and the
column represents the port from which the optical signal egresses from (output). Each entry
in a matrix corresponds to the value used for the particular input/output combination. The
latency for a particular input-output port combination is measured as the time between when
optical signal enters the input port and when the same optical signal exits the output port.
The insertion loss is a measure of the optical power attenuation an optical signal receives
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when traveling through a device and is useful in characterizing network-level insertion loss
and crosstalk.
3.3.1 Static Elements
The Basic Element Model is most suitable for describing static optical devices that have
characteristics that do not change at runtime. The current library of devices focus on 2-D
planar devices that are capable of being fabricated in a CMOS-compatible process. These
static devices include waveguides, waveguide bends, waveguide crossings, and couplers.
3.3.1.1 Straight Waveguides
Straight waveguides can be characterized by its segment length and insertion loss. Propagation
loss is affected by a variety of parameters including waveguide dimensions, fabrication
technique, and material properties. Waveguides are modeled as 2-port devices with
parameters for length, group velocity per unit length, and insertion loss per unit length.
A waveguide’s routing table is [1, 0]; which indicates that an optical signal ingressing on
either end will egress on the opposite side. For a waveguide of length Lwg and propagation
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Note that the elements along the diagonal represent the latency of a reflection. Since
reflections are nonexistent in waveguides, the elements of the matrix that represent the
latency of the reflection are marked as don’t-care values (–). Similarly, the same waveguide





While reflections do not occur in the waveguide, it is useful to assign infinite (∞) insertion
loss to the reflection path for crosstalk calculation purposes.
The straight waveguide geometry is shown in Fig. 3.5. Although waveguide pitches are
less than a micron in pitch, a large buffer needs to be enforced around the waveguide to
prevent unintended evanescent coupling and crosstalk. PhoenixSim assumes a buffer of 2.5
µm for all devices, therefore the waveguide element utilizes an effective pitch of around 5
µm.
3.3.1.2 Waveguide Bends
Waveguide bends contribute additional insertion loss to the waveguide’s existing propagation
loss, which we refer to as bending loss. Bends are modeled as 2-port devices and take
parameters for loss per degree and angle of the bend.
Similar to straight waveguides, waveguide bends also possess a routing table of [1, 0]. The
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Figure 3.5: PhoenixSim representation of the straight waveguide geometry.
radius of the waveguide bend, Lbend, must be specified. For the purposes of simulation and
layout, we assume a bending radius of 2.5 µm and parameterize the insertion loss according





We introduce an additional loss parameter for the bending loss, αbend, which defines the
total loss per 90◦ bend. Note that in the PhoenixSim definition, the bending loss parameter
includes both the propagation loss of the waveguide as well as the excess loss due to the





The bending waveguide element geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. In the same fashion
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Figure 3.6: PhoenixSim representation of a 90◦ bending waveguide geometry.
as the straight waveguide, the design building block of the bending waveguide requires an
area much larger than the waveguide itself to prevent coupling.
3.3.1.3 Waveguide Crossings
The model for crossings are configured as 4-port devices with parameters for the loss and
crosstalk. Unlike the straight and bending waveguides previously described, the waveguide
crossing is the first element thus far described that exhibits crosstalk, which is the act of
inducing noise on a signal. The routing table is [2, 3, 0, 1]. The ordering of the indexes of
the routing table are labeled in Fig. 3.7 and correspond with the cardinal directions in the
following order: East, South, West, and North.
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Length: 50 μm 












Figure 3.7: PhoenixSim representation of the waveguide crossing geometry.
The PhoenixSim waveguide crossing model assumes the design described by W. Bogaerts
et al. [23]. The crossing is double etched at the intersection to create a mode expanding region
to reduce the loss, crosstalk, and back reflection. PhoenixSim assumes a fixed crossing length
of 50 µm for each waveguide, crossing at exactly the midpoint.
The latency matrix of the waveguide crossing is as follows:
Latencycross =

50µm · twg 50µm · twg 50µm · twg 50µm · twg
50µm · twg 50µm · twg 50µm · twg 50µm · twg
50µm · twg 50µm · twg 50µm · twg 50µm · twg
50µm · twg 50µm · twg 50µm · twg 50µm · twg

Observe that the latency takes the value 50µm · twg for all possible input-output path
combinations. Due to the symmetry that exists along each of the four arms of the crossing,
any optical signal will always propagate along two arm segments (25 µm long, each).
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For waveguide crossings, PhoenixSim will also request values for the following parameters:
insertion loss, αcross, crosstalk, α
′




















Only the logically correct paths (north-to-south, south-to-north, east-to-west, and west-to-
east) take the insertion loss value. Paths that must ’turn’ at the intersection observe the
crosstalk loss. Reflections (matrix diagonal) take on a non-negligible value unlike in the
previous waveguide examples.
3.3.1.4 Couplers
Optical couplers are modeled as a 2-port device with a single parameter for insertion loss.
Fig. 3.8 shows an example coupling interface between an on-chip silicon waveguide and an
off-chip single-mode silica fiber. The routing table is [1, 0].
The insertion loss of the coupler,αcoupler, predominantly comes from the scattering and






When considering the coupler dimensions, the device might require special conditioning
of the waveguide and fiber on each side of the interface. Therefore the waveguide portion is
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Figure 3.8: PhoenixSim representation of an example coupler geometry, connecting a silicon
waveguide to a tapered fiber. In this example, the width along the lateral direction of the
interface is dominated by the fiber diameter. The length accounts for the tapering at the fiber
tip (right) and the inverse taper of the waveguide in the silicon substrate (right).
defined as having length, Lcoupler.wg, and the fiber side is defined as having length, Lcoupler.fiber.
The coupling length is a summation of two waveguide segments, however the induced delay
through the coupler is dependent on the effective index of both the silicon waveguide and
the silica fiber. The high-confinement silicon waveguides can have an effective index of over
4 (highly dependent on waveguide dimensions) at 1550 nm [75] while standard single-mode
fiber (SMF) possess an effective index of 1.47 at 1550 nm [76]. This large index contrast
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requires the assumption of a different propagation delay for the fiber side, tfiber.
The coupler latency is defined as follows:
Latencybend =
[
2twgLcoupler.wg tfiberLcoupler.fiber + twgLcoupler.wg
tfiberLcoupler.fiber + twgLcoupler.wg 2tfiberLcoupler.fiber
]
3.3.2 Ring-Resonator Elements
As described in Section 2.1.3, ring resonators are extremely versatile structures that can be
used to implement many network functions. To model the various ring resonator devices, we
extend the Basic Element Model with subclasses for Ring Elements and Dynamic Elements
(Fig. 3.9). The Dynamic Element Model is used to describe active devices which can exhibit
changes in its routing table, latency matrix, and loss matrix during runtime. The properties
of the active device during its operation is defined by state variables which can be changed
and controlled. The Ring Element Model supports the definition of the resonant behavior
of the devices. The behavior of ring-based devices is determined by the wavelength of the
optical signal that interacts with the component. Also shown in Fig. 3.9 is how Dynamic-Ring
Elements can be derived from the individual Ring and Dynamic Element. For instance, a
ring-based broadband switch consists of a combination of ring resonators and electrical logic
(described later) and can be electro-optically controlled to alter the optical flow of data.
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Figure 3.10: Propagation through a ring-resonator device depends on the signal wavelength
and the resonant modes of the device. (a) Small rings with larger mode spacings (shown as
periodic peaks) can be designed to interact with a single wavelength channel from a WDM
signal (indicated by arrows). (b) Broadband switch have tightly spaced modes, enabling many
WDM channels to couple into the device cohesively. (c) The path of propagation depends on
whether the wavelength of the message is on- or off-resonance with the ring.
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3.3.2.1 Filters
Optical filters are useful in selectively extracting a subset of wavelengths from a WDM
message. In the limiting case, an extremely small ring will have a large FSR and allow the
filtering of a single wavelength channel. Filtering is accomplished by aligning the spectral
mode of the ring with the wavelength channel of interest (Fig. 3.10a). Light at wavelengths
that align with the mode of the ring (on resonance) will couple from the ingression waveguide,
into the ring structure, and out onto a secondary waveguide; wavelengths of light that are
not aligned (off resonance) will be unperturbed by the ring and continue down the injection
waveguide (Fig. 3.10c). We model ring filter devices as single-state 4-port Ring Elements
with a parameter for the ring diameter (assuming a circle). Ring filters have been fabricated
and demonstrated on SOI with 3-µm radius, corresponding to an FSR of 30 nm [29].
3.3.2.2 Broadband Switches
Ring resonators are also capable of controlling the flow of an entire WDM message by aligning
each wavelength channel to a mode of the ring (Fig. 3.10b). This can be accomplished in a
limited spectral range by using a large ring with a correspondingly small FSR. When all the
wavelength channels are on resonance, the entire WDM message will couple into the ring
and onto a second waveguide, similar to the case of the filter. Additionally, if the FSR is
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manipulated electro-optically, all the modes can be shifted so that the wavelength channels
are no longer on resonance, thus causing the entire WDM message to not couple into the ring.
This functionality is illustrated in Fig. 3.10c for both a single-ring 1×2 photonic switching
element (PSE) and a double-ring 2×2 PSE. These broadband switch elements are modeled
as two-state 4-port devices. A 1×2 switch composed of a ring with a 100-µm radius and 0.8-
nm FSR was shown to be capable of switching 20 wavelength channels simultaneously [30].
Elsewhere, a fifth-order switch was demonstrated being able to simultaneously route nine
40-Gbps wavelength channels for an aggregate data rate of 360 Gbps [33].
3.3.2.3 Modulators
Ring-based modulators are essentially high-speed switches. By electro-optically flipping the
ring between an on- and off-resonance state, a series of 0’s and 1’s can be encoded onto an
optical stream of light. Light that couples into the ring will not egress into another waveguide
like the filters and switches, but will eventually dissipate within the ring. A modulator array
can be formed with multiple ring modulators so that several wavelength channels can be
encoded in parallel, creating a WDM signal (Fig. 3.11). Modulators should have a small ring
diameter to create a large FSR to ensure that the modulation does not interfere with other
spectrally adjacent wavelength channels. The modulator device is modeled as a single-state
device with parameters for energy dissipated per modulated bit and ring diameter. Ring-
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Array of Modulator Rings
Figure 3.11: Schematic of the conversion process between the spatially-parallel electronic
domain and wavelength-parallel optical domain.
based modulation has been demonstrated at rates of 12.5 Gbps in a 5-µm radius silicon ring
resonator [34].
3.3.2.4 Receivers (Photo-Detectors)
PhoenixSim Detector Elements assume that a ring filter is placed before the photo-detector
element for selecting specific wavelengths from a WDM signal. The detector sensitivity
determines the minimum signal power that must be received at the photo-detector in order
for data to be properly recovered from the optical domain and is an important parameter for
determining the optical power budget (as discussed in Section 3.4). This ring-based detection
device take parameters for energy dissipated per detected bit, sensitivity, and ring diameter.
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Integrated high-speed germanium detectors have been demonstrated operating at speeds of
40 Gbps [42, 43].
3.3.3 Mach-Zehnder Elements
Switches and modulators can also be designed using the principle of Mach-Zehnder
interferometry (MZI). Mach-Zehnder devices are designed to operate relatively uniformly
over a large wavelength range and do not exhibit the sharp resonant peaks that ring
resonators have. For instance, a MZI-based device can be used to modulate wavelengths
of light that span a large continuous wavelength range while ring-resonator modulators are
limited to specific resonance wavelengths. However, this operational difference between
Mach-Zehnder devices and ring-resonator devices causes them to not be interchangeable.
The ring-based network architectures analyzed in Section 4.4 are not compatible with these
devices and would require significant changes in the designs. Models for 1×2 and 2×2 Mach-
Zehnder switches are currently included in the Photonic Device Library. A modulator and
switch based on MZI has been demonstrated operating at up to 10 Gbps [77].
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3.4 Physical-Layer Performance Analysis Tools
The consideration of the photonic technology domain presents new design challenges that
must be satisfied in order to produce feasible interconnect designs. Similar to electronics, it is
important for photonic networks to consider power dissipation and system-level performance.
Furthermore, photonic networks must also consider metrics that have no electronic equivalent
such as insertion loss, the optical power budget, noise, and crosstalk. While a comprehensive
analysis of a photonic interconnect design would involve the actual fabrication and operation
of such a system, this is currently unrealistic since full-scale photonic on-chip networks are
still in early stages of research. Therefore, the tools presented here can give important insight
into the physical feasibility of the designs and the performance that is expected.
3.4.1 Optical Power Budget
The optical power budget of a photonic network assesses the amount of WDM parallelism
and insertion loss that can be tolerated. Many currently proposed photonic interconnection
networks assume off-chip lasers to provide the optical sources, which are then coupled into
the chip where they are modulated, routed, and received. Optical amplification in an on-
chip environment is not easily accomplished in the CMOS platform. For this reason, the
power that is received at the photo-detectors must remain above a certain power threshold
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Figure 3.12: The relationship of various parameters affecting the optical power budget. The
difference in power of the total WDM signal (large arrow on the left) and the individual
wavelength channels (five smaller arrows on the right) constrains the scalability of the system.
(labeled the detector sensitivity in Fig. 3.12) to ensure proper detection of data bit streams.
This limitation can be partially compensated for by increasing the optical power that is
injected into the chip. However, this also exhibits an upper limitation due to nonlinearities
of the silicon material which will potentially distort the signal. Distortions are caused by
nonlinearities within silicon which contribute additional insertion losses and can also causes
unwanted shifts in the resonances of ring resonators. This limit is labeled as nonlinear effects
in Fig. 3.12. The difference in the two thresholds is called the optical power budget.
As shown in Fig. 3.12, the optical power budget affects the design choices of a given
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network architecture by constraining the sum of the WDM factor and the network insertion
loss. The WDM factor measures the power difference between an entire WDM signal and its
constituent wavelength channels. This factor needs to be accounted for since the nonlinearity
threshold is determined by the total power in the waveguide while the detector sensitivity
depends on the power in the individual wavelengths. The remaining portion of the optical
power budget must accommodate the worst-case insertion loss that an optical message could
receive in the network. Fig. 3.13 shows an example of the calculation involved in determining
the insertion loss for an optical signal being injected into a small network segment at 1 dBm.
The signal is ejected at 0.24 dBm after propagating across a 0.1-cm distance, passing by
two ring resonators, and entering four waveguide crossings. The total loss for this example
is 0.76 dB. For a full-scale photonic network, all valid optical paths need to be examined to
determine the highest-loss path.
The relationship between the various device limitations and system-level metrics is
summarized in the inequality
P − S ≥ ILmax + 10log10n (3.1)
where P is the power threshold we limit the optical power to and S is the detector sensitivity.
The optical power budget is P − S. The worst-case optical path in terms of insertion loss is
ILmax and n specifies the number of wavelength channels being used. P , S, and ILmax are
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 1.5 dB/cm 
total insertion loss 
0.76 dB 
waveguide crossing 
 0.15 dB each 
passing by a ring  
0.005 dB each 
Figure 3.13: Calculation of insertion loss for a small network segment.
expressed in decibel units.
While it may be desirable to maximize the number of wavelength channels used to increase
bandwidth through parallelism, and to create scalable photonic networks at the cost of
higher insertion losses, Eq. (3.1) shows the inherent limitation to this. From an architectural
standpoint, P and S are fundamental design constraints imposed by the photonic devices.
Therefore, a designer must strike a balance between the desired link bandwidth and the
desired complexity of the network. In Section 4.4, we illustrate the evaluation of these
tradeoffs which are made possible by PhoenixSim.
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3.4.2 Data Integrity
A variety of interactions in a photonic interconnection network will work to degrade the
integrity of transmitted data. Our current noise modeling methodology accounts for intensity
noise generated at the laser sources, inter-message crosstalk, intra-message crosstalk, and
electrical noise generated by the optical receivers (Fig. 3.14). The standard figure of merit
for measuring the quality of signal is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which is defined as the
ratio between signal power and noise power. More specifically, the optical SNR (OSNR) is
the ratio of optical signal power to optical noise power at the point where the measurement
is being made. From a system perspective, the SNR can be used to determine the statistical
likelihood that each bit of data is transmitted erroneously (e.g. a transmitted 0 is detected
as a 1), also called a bit error rate (BER). An understanding of the potential noise in any
interconnection network is critical to determining the effective throughput of the system
since error detection and correction will invariably cause performance overheads.
The first source of noise is from the laser sources which inherently cause random
fluctuations in an optical signal, called intensity noise. This noise is quantified as relative
intensity noise (RIN), which is the ratio of the power variance of the optical signal to the
mean optical power squared. Quantum cascade lasers have a measured RIN on the order of
-150 dB Hz−1 with an output of 10-dBm mean optical power [78]. To convert to a SNR, we
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where B is the noise bandwidth, assumed equal to the modulation rate, and m is the
modulation index, equal to 1− E, where E is the extinction ratio of the modulator.
A second source of noise is inter-message crosstalk which occurs when multiple photonic
messages concurrently propagate through a photonic device. In a waveguide crossing for
example, the ideal situation is for two orthogonally propagating messages to be completely
isolated from each other with no interaction. However, in reality a small amount of optical
power from each message will leak onto the other message. A similar situation occurs in
ring-resonator filters and switches due to imperfect coupling of each wavelength channel.
For the N -port device, the crosstalk power that a message on a particular port receives
is given by the sum of the power that is leaked by any existing messages on the other N − 1
ports. If M is the set of all signals present in the device and the power of a signal k is given






which aggregates the unwanted signal power that leaks into the output port being used by
s. Function IL refers to the insertion-loss matrix (that was described in Section 3.3) of the
device model with arguments for the input and output port. In Eq. (3.3), portink denotes
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 Thermal Noise Shot Noise 
Figure 3.14: Sources of noise and crosstalk within a chip-scale photonic system.
the input port of a message k, and portouts denotes the output port of s. This calculation
is a first-order approximation that only considers crosstalk for messages that coexist in a
device and not from leaked power that propagates across multiple devices before interfering
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with a foreign signal.
A third source of noise called intra-message crosstalk occurs due to imperfect filtering. For
example, in order for a WDM message to be received and converted into an electrical signal,
each wavelength channel must be individually filtered and fed into a photo-detector. Due to
imperfect extinction, power from the adjacent wavelength channels will leak through causing
an additional source of noise. Intra-message crosstalk will also occur in any other location
in a photonic network where filtering functionality is involved. The spectral response of a
ring resonator mimics a periodic Lorentzian function. For simplicity we assume a periodic
flat passband and constant extinction ratio for the stop bands. Lastly, our receiver model
includes thermal and shot noise.
The combined effect of these multiple sources of noise can be used to compute an SNR
for the final detected signal with the following equation:
SNR =
P
Nlaser +Ninter +Nintra +Ntherm +Nshot
(3.4)
where P is the signal power and N corresponds to the noise power associated with the noise
or crosstalk source indicated by the subscript.
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3.4.3 Power Dissipation
To compute the power dissipation of the modeled networks, we add up the energy dissipation
events from all devices. Our photonic device library tracks the power dissipation according
to the type of model that is used, and can include both static (over a duration of time) and
dynamic (instantaneous) power dissipation. Dynamic Element devices can have static power
dissipation, which is determined by the occupied state. Dynamic Element devices can also
have dynamic power dissipation, which is accumulated whenever there is a state transition.
An additional source of power dissipation are Ring Element devices, which require constant
thermal tuning to compensate for fabrication uncertainty and ambient temperature shifts.
Modulator and Detector Elements also dissipate power during the transmission and detection
of data, respectively.
Electronic routers are modeled as standard three-stage pipelines. The power modeling of
the electronic routers is accomplished by leveraging the ORION simulator, which is currently
capable of modeling down to the 32 nm technology node [72].
3.5 Integration With Other Simulators
In addition to the PhoenixSim code base, we integrate and leverage a number of third
party tools and simulators. This enables us to simulator our networks with a richer and
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Figure 3.15: Organization of the PhoenixSim environment.
more detail level of precision. Fig. 3.15 shows the organization of PhoenixSim with these
integrated third party tools. As mentioned before, we include ORION for its electronic
router power model [72]. For modeling memory, we include DRAMSim which was developed
at University of Maryland [80]. We also include the Hotspot thermal simulator which came
from University of Virginia [81, 82].
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Figure 3.16: Simulation server rack located in the Lightwave Research Laboratory at
Columbia University. Servers used for simulation are the first, second, fourth, and fifth from
the top.
3.6 Simulation Infrastructure
Research results often require the execution of 100’s of simulation runs per plot. In order
to condense simulation execution times, we built up a set of four multi-processor servers
(Fig. 3.16) to allow us to execute multiple simulations in parallel. The four servers possess
64 processors and 288 GB of DRAM in aggregate. Ubuntu distributions were installed on
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each machine. The large amount of DRAM was a relatively inexpensive upgrade added to
the servers, which enabled us to perform some special case simulations which utilized an
extremely large memory footprint (multiple gigabytes).
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Chapter 4
Physical-Layer Analysis of Photonic
Interconnection Networks
In this chapter, several synergistic physical-layer and system-level analyses of previously
proposed network architectures are discussed.
4.1 Photonic Circuit Switching Primer
Since the spatial routing technique is a central component to most of the conducted research,
a detailed description of this interconnect style is first provided here. Also, the new
architecture discussed in Chapter 5 derives heavily from the circuit-switching protocol.
The high-level structure of the photonic circuit-switching technique is illustrated in
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Fig. 4.1. A photonic circuit-switching enabled chip is composed of three logical layers:
a processing layer, electronic control plane, and a photonic data plane. The processing plane
is where the processing nodes sit and act as the sources and sinks for all communications.
The top most layer, the photonic data plane, provides high-speed WDM-enabled optical
links between any pair of communicating processors. However, because the photonic plane
cannot be adjusted all-optically, the photonic devices need to be preconfigured before any
optical data can be transmitted. For this reason, a electronic control plane is provided for
the purposes of configuration.
Fig. 4.1 shows an example photonic plane topology (top layer) with lines representing
waveguides and blocks representing photonic routers and gateways. Underlying the photonic
plane is the electronic control plane composed of standard metal wires (yellow lines) and
electronic routers (grey blocks). The electronic wires and routers are strategically placed so
that the network exactly mirrors the photonic version. The reason for this placement is to
facilitate the circuit-switching process. Each node of the processor has a connection to a
gateway on the optical plane (for data generation and reception) and a connection to the
control plane.
The steps for establishing an optical data path are as follows. A processor node with a
request for sending data must first establish the photonic link using the electronic control
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Figure 4.1: The envisioned chip stack for photonic circuit switching. Three logical primary
layers consisting of a processing layer (bottom), electronic control plane layer (middle), and
photonic data plane layer (top).
plane. The node inserts a PathSetup message which contains the destination address in the
header. The PathSetup message travels through the electronic network and traces out a
possible path for the optical message to take. At each router hop, the state of the associated
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photonic router is checked (contained within the logic of the electronic router). If the path is
available for use, then a reservation is set for the particular path and the PathSetup message
proceeds towards the destination.
If any resource is unavailable (e.g. a ring switch has been electro-optically controlled
and is currently controlling a signal) then a PathBlocked message must be returned. The
PathBlocked message retraces the route of the PathSetup message so that all reservations
can be canceled. Once the PathBlocked message reaches the source node, the node will be
signaled to reattempt the transmission after some hold-off period.
If the PathSetup reaches the destination, the destination can deduce that a complete
optical path on the photonic plane has been reserved, and returns a PathAck message. The
PathAck retraces the exact same path all the way to the source. At each hop, the previously
established reservation during the PathSetup traversal is exercised and the appropriate
photonic devices are actuated. Before the PathAck proceeds, the newly activated devices
are flagged so that other PathSetup messages cannot change them.
When the PathAck message reaches the source, the source knows that a complete optical
path on the photonic data plane has been established and can begin to transmit data. Once
the last data bit has been sent, a PathBreakdown message is immediately sent. Again, this
message will trace out the same path as the original PathSetup message so that previously
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allocated photonic devices are freed and able to be utilized by a future path request.
4.2 Insertion Loss Analysis of 4×4 Switch Designs for
Photonic Networks
In this section, an analysis is conducted to compare the performance of varying 4×4 non-
blocking switch designs. In mesh-style optical networks, the 4×4 switch provides the main
routing mechanism for guiding lightwaves at each intersection of the network.
For this analysis, a circuit-switching folded torus topology is used [51]. The modulators
and switches throughout the network (Fig. 4.2) are designed using ring resonator based
electro-optic devices. Additional broadband switches are placed in the network to allow
packets to enter (injection), route, and exit (ejection) the interconnection network topology.
The separate electronic control plane provides the necessary functions to arbitrate a complete
circuit switched optical path from source node to destination node. Fig. 4.2 shows the main
folded torus in thick black lines. An additional gateway access network shown as thin red
lines is required to enable entering and exiting the network.
An important issue not considered in previous work is the spatial layout of the optical
components. The layout can significantly affect the available power budget of each optical
signal. The simulation model assumes a tile size of 2.0 mm × 1.5 mm, which is the size
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Figure 4.2: Structure of a 4×4 node torus topology. The waveguides that make up the torus
network are shown as thick lines, and the gateway access network for injecting packets to and
ejecting packets from the network shown as thin lines. The blocks represent the following:
gateway switch (G), injection switch (I), ejection switch (E), and a 4×4 non-blocking switch
(X).
of a single core in Intels 80-core chip [83]. Fig. 4.3 shows a typical layout of a tile in the
photonic plane. Each tile consists of a gateway switch, injection switch, ejection switch, 4×4
non-blocking switch, and several optical paths to form the torus and gateway access network.
The network uses a folded-torus topology and X-Y dimensional ordered routing. The
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Figure 4.3: Layout of a tile in the torus network. This includes the type (A) version of the
4×4 non-blocking switch shown in Fig. 4.4.
simulation uses uniformly distributed generated transmission requests with exponentially
distributed interpacket spacing. Although insertion loss is independent of network congestion,
an arbitrary constant message length of 50 ns, equivalent to an 8 kb size packet at 160
Gb/s [30], is used. Layout differences and losses due to the on-chip routing of continuous-
wave light and off-chip messages into each gateway are ignore for this simulation.
The insertion loss parameters are shown in Table 4.1. The values are obtained from
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Table 4.1: Insertion Loss Parameters - 4×4 Non-blocking Switch Study
Parameter Value Ref.
Propagation Loss (Silicon) 1.5 dB/cm [19]
Waveguide Crossing 0.05 dB [23]
Waveguide Bend 0.005 dB/90◦ [19]
Drop Into a Ring 0.5 dB [30]
Pass By a Ring 0.005 dB [30]
reported devices and predictions for future scaling.
4.2.1 Simulation Results
The analysis here investigates how insertion loss is affected by changes in topology size and
different switch designs. Tori of size 4×4, 6×6, and 8×8 are considered. The different switch
designs, described later, are labeled (A), (B), and (C) (Fig. 4.4).
Fig. 4.5 shows the distribution of insertion loss that a packet will experience when
propagating from source to destination. Minimum losses for each switch layout remains
constant for differing network sizes. For every additional two nodes in each dimension, 3.89
dB, 3.66 dB, and 3.36 dB of loss is added to the maximum loss for switch design A, B, and
C, respectively. This is a result of the fact that the minimum length path from any two
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(A) (B) (C) 
Figure 4.4: Three implementations of the 4×4 non-blocking switch.
nodes remains the same while the maximum length will change with number of nodes. The
three, five, and seven peaks that appear in the distribution for the 4×4, 6×6, and 8×8 node
torus networks, respectively, equates to the maximum number of 4×4 non-blocking switches
an optical packet must travel through, which rises as the node count scales up.
Next, we explore the performance of three different 4×4 non-blocking switch designs
(Fig. 4.4): (A) is a design first introduced in [84]. (B) contains a reduced number of waveguide
crossings while keeping the number of ring resonator structures at eight. (C) differs from the
previous two designs by allowing packets that require a straight path to propagate through
without requiring a turn at a ring. Each design is non-blocking when no u-turns are allowed.
Each plot in Fig. 4.5 shows the general trend of the different switch designs. (B) has
both a lower maximum and lower minimum loss, in comparison to (A), as expected. (C)
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IL (dB A B C
Min 3.89 3.84 4.11
Mean 6.51 6.34 6.55
Max 8.97 8.68 8.76









IL (dB) A B C
Min 3.89 3.84 4.11
Mean 8.34 8.06 8.12























IL (dB) A B C
Min 3.89 3.84 4.11
Mean 10.1 9.80 9.71
Max 16.7 16.0 15.4
(c)
Figure 4.5: Insertion loss distribution for folded torus topologies of size (a) 4×4, (b) 6×6,
and (c) 8×8. Each graph contains plots of three differing switch designs. Inset within each
graph is a table of minimum, mean and maximum insertion losses observed for each case.
consistently has a higher loss for the lower bound of the distribution. Although (C) exhibits
higher maximum loss in the 4×4 node network than (B), it shows lower loss at sizes of 6×6
nodes and higher. This is attributed to the fact that even though the minimum insertion
loss for this 4×4 switch design is higher than the others, the straight path (from north to
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south, east to west, or vice versa) has a lower loss because no rings are encountered. In
contrast the paths in (A) and (B) that do not pass through any ring resonators implement
a turn. The performance improvement noticed with switch (C) is a consequence of using
dimensional ordered routing makes a single turn in any optical path, and mostly straight
propagation through the switches.
4.3 Physical-Layer Analysis of Photonic Circuit Switching
This section focuses on the physical-layer analysis of space-switched photonic networks. Two
previously proposed topologies are the Torus [51] and a Non-blocking Torus [85], shown in
Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.6, respectively. We define a node (marked X) as the logical switching point
on the network, whereas an access point (marked G) is a gateway where a network user (e.g.
a processor node) can initiate or receive a transmission. The nodes are implemented with
the non-blocking 4×4 switch. The primary folded-torus path in both networks is illustrated
with thick lines to represent two waveguides forming a bi-directional link. The remaining
thinner lines and blocks (I, E, and S) indicate the location of additional waveguides and
switches that compose the access network, which is needed to enter and exit the tori.
The primary difference between the two topologies is the manner in which access points
are mapped to nodes. The Torus has an access point mapped to every node, while the
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Figure 4.6: 4×4 Non-blocking Torus with 8 access points. X labels mark 4×4 non-blocking
switching points. G labels mark access points. S labels indicate combined injection-ejection
switching points.
Non-blocking Torus is limited to two access points on each row and column of nodes in the
torus in order to achieve a strictly non-blocking network. For example, an 8×8 torus would
allow 64 access points in a normal configuration, but would only allow 16 access points in
a non-blocking configuration. Previous studies have shown that the non-blocking property
can be advantageous in both throughput and latency compared to blocking networks [85],
but performance improvements will be offset by the physical layer constraints that have not
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previously been considered.
We simulate the networks using PhoenixSim, a physical-layer simulator that we have
developed. The simulation topology models assume die sizes of 2.0 cm × 2.0 cm.
4.3.1 Insertion Loss Analysis
Our study assumes loss parameters close to currently realizable values and are summarized
in Table 4.2. Note that ring resonators exhibit a strong thermal dependency which could
potentially cause additional losses, increased crosstalk, and disruptions in the network.
Thermal management of ring resonator devices is currently an active research topic with
proposed solutions that include integrated heaters for thermal compensation [86] and
athermal devices [87]. For this simulation work, we assume an adequate mechanism for
managing this issue.
The maximum possible loss (across all paths) that a message will incur from each type
of component in the Torus and Non-blocking Torus is shown in Fig. 4.7 for networks ranging
from 4×4 to 18×18 nodes. Losses due to bending waveguides and passing a ring off resonance
are negligible and are not shown. As the photonic network topology scales to support more
access points, signals will incur higher losses due to more waveguide crossings and switching
elements.
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Table 4.2: Insertion Loss Parameters - Photonic Circuit-Switching Analysis
Parameter Value Ref.
Propagation Loss (Silicon) 1.5 dB/cm [19]
Waveguide Crossing 0.15 dB [23]
Waveguide Bend 0.005 dB/90◦ [19]
Drop Into a Ring 0.5 dB [30]
Pass By a Ring 0.005 dB [30]
The waveguide crossings are shown to be the most significant component of optical
losses reaching as high as 68% for the Torus and 61% for the Non-blocking Torus. The
contribution of loss from dropping into a ring on resonance for the Torus and Non-blocking
Torus regardless of topology size are approximately 17% and 20%, respectively, whereas
propagation losses in the 4×4 configuration are as high as 43% and 49%, respectively, and
gradually decrease in percentage as the topology size increases. The decreasing trend in
percentage for propagation loss is due to the assumed fixed size of the die keeping the
approximate maximum propagation distance equal while other components continue to scale
in number as the topology size increases. Passing by rings off resonance and passing through
waveguide bends induce relatively negligible losses in these topologies. Consequently, the
most beneficial improvements to these networks can be achieved through either a reduction
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Figure 4.7: Maximum possible network-level insertion loss by component for varying sizes
the Torus and Non-blocking Torus using the parameters listed in Table 4.2. Labeled values
represent the peak cumulative insertion loss (in dB) for the network.
of waveguide crossing losses or through the redesign of the switching fabric layout to reduce
the number of crossings.
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4.3.1.1 Device Improvement
The previous analysis of network-level insertion loss of the Torus and Non-blocking Torus
suggests that research advancements in lower-loss crossings will have the most impact in
increasing system performance. In particular, two system parameters stand to gain with
improvements in loss, the bandwidth available to each access point which is specified by
the number of wavelengths, and the number of access points available in the network. We
examine in simulation a hypothetical improvement in crossing loss, and use Equation 3.1 to
determine the impact it will have on network scalability.
Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 shows the maximum number of wavelengths that are allowed for
varying topology sizes and the change in performance when assuming a hypothetically better
crossing loss of 0.05 dB (compared with 0.15 dB in the original case). The gains in system-
level performance from the improved crossings are apparent from the networks support for
more access points and greater numbers of wavelengths. For instance, assuming a 30-dB
allowed network-level optical power budget, the maximum connectivity supported on the
Torus scales from 36 access points when using the original crossings to 196 access points when
using the improved crossings (a more than five-fold increase). Similarly, the Non-blocking
Torus scales from 12 to 24 access points. On the other hand, we can fix the Torus topology
to 36 access points and have a gain in the number of possible wavelength channels from 2
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Figure 4.8: Upper limits on the number of wavelength channels allowed for a given number
of access points assuming various network-level optical power budgets in the Torus topology.
Solid lines assume all realistic parameters (original) and dashed lines assume a hypothetical
improvement in crossing loss (improved).
to 20 (ten-fold increase in bandwidth), while a Non-blocking Torus with 12 access points
will increase from 2 to 15 wavelength channels. For the case of the Torus network operating
with a 20-dB optical power budget and original parameter set, the network configuration
is unable to produce any wavelengths since the worst-case insertion loss exceeds the optical
budget.
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Figure 4.9: Upper limits on the number of wavelength channels allowed for a given number
of access points assuming various network-level optical power budgets in the Non-Blocking
Torus topology. Solid lines assume all realistic parameters (original) and dashed lines assume
a hypothetical improvement in crossing loss (improved).
4.3.1.2 Topology Exploration
Network performance improvement can also be achieved though design optimizations that
decrease network-level insertion loss. As was shown, waveguide crossing losses are the
dominant contribution to the total optical insertion loss. Therefore, designs that decrease
the number of crossings will be advantageous. TorusNX and Square Root were designed
with this objective in mind.
A significant amount of loss in the original Torus is attributed to two reasons. First,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.10: Light propagation in 1×2 PSE. (a) Off-resonance propagation with crossing.
(b) On-resonance propagation with crossing. (c) Off-resonance propagation without crossing.
(d) On-resonance propagation without crossing.
the usage of the access network introduces an additional set of waveguide crossings which
produce a high insertion-loss overhead. Secondly, the Torus (and also Non-blocking Torus)
is designed using only the 1×2 and 2×2 PSEs which both contain an embedded waveguide
crossing (Fig. 4.10a and Fig. 4.10b shows the 1×2 case, Fig. 4.11a and Fig. 4.11b show the
2×2 case). These switch designs were suitable for prior investigations into photonic networks
since the studies did not consider insertion loss, but our analysis shows that the overall
system performance would be significantly impacted. In many circumstances, a designer can
take advantage of an alternative 1×2 (Fig. 4.10c and Fig. 4.10d) and 2×2 (Fig. 4.11c and
Fig. 4.11d) PSE design which eliminate the crossing and reduce the insertion loss impact on
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off-resonance message traversal but keep similar switching functionality.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.11: Light propagation in 2×2 PSE. (a) Off-resonance propagation with crossing.
(b) On-resonance propagation with crossing. (c) Off-resonance propagation without crossing.
(d) On-resonance propagation without crossing.
The TorusNX topology (Fig. 4.12) is designed to preserve the connectivity and scalability
of the original Torus topology while lowering the overall insertion loss. The name of this
topology means ‘torus, no crossings’ and alludes to the strategy used in the designing of
this network. Many design decisions were made in order to significantly reduce waveguide
crossings and to reduce the insertion loss overhead.
In contrast with the Torus which required a complex access network to facilitate injection
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and ejection from the network, TorusNX uses a new gateway design (Fig. 4.13) which splits
the access point into two blocks for modulation and detection and circumvents adding any
additional crossings to the torus through the use of the 1×2 PSE variant. The modulation
block enables a message to be injected north or south while the detection block can receive
signals coming from the east or west direction. This scheme is well suited for dimension-
ordered routing which is the assumed routing for this topology. TorusNX also uses an
optimized version of the 4×4 non-blocking switch which was shown in Section 4.2 to perform
better in dimension-order routed topologies.
The Square Root topology was also designed with fewer waveguide crossings and fewer
switches in mind by simplifying the entire network into only using 4×4 non-blocking switches.
In addition to the axioms used to reduce insertion loss in the physical layer, the Square
Root also uses hierarchical organization to simplify routing, and path multiplicity between
organizational units to increase performance.
The Square Root is constructed recursively beginning with a 2×2 quad, shown in
Fig. 4.14a, which has no waveguide crossings outside the 4×4 switches. A 4×4 Square Root
is composed of four sets of quads, and is shown in Fig. 4.14b, connecting quads through
central switches and inter-quad express lanes. In a similar fashion, an 8×8 Square Root
can be constructed from four 4×4 Square Roots. This recursive construction can be used to
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Figure 4.12: 4×4 TorusNX network with 16 access points.
build any size square topology with dimensions equal to any positive integer power of two.
The insertion loss performances of TorusNX and Square Root assuming realistic loss
parameters are shown in Fig. 4.15. For the radixes examined, TorusNX has between 23%
and 29% lower network-level insertion loss in comparison to the original Torus, while Square
Root has between 31% and 46% lower loss. In the case of 8×8 topologies, the Torus contains
3200 waveguide crossings, while TorusNX reduces this number to 1796, and Square Root
further reduces it to 1080. As before, improved crossing loss can also be applied to these
designs to further improve the scalability and performance (Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17). In
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Figure 4.13: Design for a photonic gateway with an integrated bidirectional crossing.
both of the new networks, assuming the same 30-dB optical budget and improved crossing
losses, both networks are able to achieve the maximum size network simulated in this study
(324 access points for TorusNX, 256 access points for Square Root) and with the remaining
optical budget transmit on seven wavelength channels.
The results of this insertion loss analysis clearly indicate that the newly developed
networks are better in sustaining higher bandwidths and more access points for better overall
system performance. However, for a fixed network design, optical power budget, and device
performance, determining the optimal number of wavelengths and access points to use will
largely depend on the specific system requirements being targeted. As an example, we can
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Figure 4.14: (a) The basic unit of the Square Root topology, a 2×2 quad. (b) A 4×4 Square
Root.
choose to maximize the total ideal network throughput (number of access points × number
of wavelengths per access point × data rate per wavelength) of the TorusNX topology. We
assume a 30-dB optical budget, the improved device parameters, and a 10-Gbps modulation
rate per wavelength. At one extreme, selecting the maximum number of access points (324)
while using a single wavelength achieves a throughput of 22.6 Tbps. On the other hand,
maximizing the number of wavelengths (70) would allow a total of 16 access points which
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Figure 4.15: Maximum possible network-level insertion loss by component for varying sizes of
TorusNX and Square Root using the parameters listed in Table 4.2. Labeled values represent
the peak cumulative insertion loss in dB.
results in a throughput of 11.2 Tbps. A balance of the two parameters, in fact, achieves the
best throughput performance at 27.4 Tbps when using 196 access points with 14 wavelengths.
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TorusNX Topology





























Figure 4.16: Upper limits on the number of wavelength channels allowed for a given number
of access points assuming various network-level optical power budgets in the TorusNX topology.
Solid lines assume all realistic parameters (original) and dashed lines assume a hypothetical
improvement in crossing loss (improved).
4.3.2 Crosstalk Analysis
For system performance, it is useful to report the SNR, which is a measure of the integrity of
the message being transmitted. The signal power is calculated based on the injected power
and the network-level insertion loss, while the noise power is derived from the several sources
outlined in Section 3.4.2. The crosstalk analysis we report in this analysis assumes non-WDM
(single-wavelength) transmission, therefore we set Nintra equal to zero. This analysis only
considers laser noise and inter-message crosstalk. For this reason the presented results can
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Square Root Topology





























Figure 4.17: Upper limits on the number of wavelength channels allowed for a given number of
access points assuming various network-level optical power budgets in the Square Root topology.
Solid lines assume all realistic parameters (original) and dashed lines assume a hypothetical
improvement in crossing loss (improved).
be thought of as an upper bound in OSNR performance.
Determination of laser noise is based on laser and modulator performance. For
continuous-wave quantum cascade laser, RIN has been measured to be about -150 dB Hz−1
for a 10-mW output [78]. Silicon ring modulators have been demonstrated with extinction
ratios of about 9 dB when modulated at 12.5 Gbps [34]. Poly-silicon ring modulators have
also been demonstrated with extinction ratios of 16 dB during DC operation, and 10 dB
with active signaling at 2.5 Gbps [88]. From Equation 3.2, we can solve for the laser noise
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Table 4.3: Crosstalk and Noise Parameters - Photonic Circuit-Switching Analysis
Parameter Value Ref.
Lasers (RIN) -150 dB/Hz [78]
Modulation (Modulation Index) 16 dB [88]
PSEs - Through Port Extinction Ratio 25 dB [30]
PSEs - Drop Port Extinction Ratio 20 dB [30]
Crossings (Crosstalk) -40 dB [23]
power since the signal power is known.
The crossings and ring switches are the main points for inter-message crosstalk. This
leakage has been measured at -40 dB below the signal power [23]. Similarly, the ability of a
ring to resonate or pass a particular optical wavelength channel is also non-ideal. A signal
that is on resonance with the ring will mostly drop through the ring, however a small portion
of the optical power will continue through in the off resonance direction. The same is true in
the case of an off resonance signal, which will partially leak onto the on resonance direction.
This small fraction of the optical signal can interfere with other propagating messages as
more noise. This behavior is characterized by the extinction ratio, which has been measured
experimentally to be 28.6 dB for the through port and 18.7 dB for the drop port [30]. All
noise related parameters for the crosstalk analysis are listed in Table 4.3.
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The OSNR measurements for the four networks are reported in Fig. 4.18 for varying
message sizes. Communications on space-routed topologies have varying ratios of photonic
activity to electronic activity due to the separate electronic control and photonic planes.
Network activity exclusively takes place on the control plane during the provisioning and
release stages of a photonic path, therefore no optical signal is injected during these periods.
As the transmission message sizes increases, the ratio of photonic to electronic activity
increases and is reflected by increased optical crosstalk and lower OSNR. We assume maximal
loading of the network with uniform random traffic. Each network assumes an 8×8 topology.
For short messages, the message transmissions are dominated by the electronic control
messages, therefore optical transmission is less frequent and crosstalk is less likely. In this
limiting case, the OSNR is limited by the laser intensity noise. By solving for Equation 3.2
with the assumed parameters, we get an OSNR of about 47 dB, which corresponds well with
the simulation results.
For large messages, the electronic path-setup time is amortized by long data transmissions,
and the optical network becomes saturated with the long optical messages. In this case, inter-
message crosstalk is highly likely to occur, causing more significant signal degradation. The
Square Root topology performs the best for large messages with an OSNR of about 16.0 dB.
Torus, Non-blocking Torus, and TorusNX achieve OSNRs of 11.3 dB, 13.2 dB, and 12.2 dB,
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Figure 4.18: Optical SNR performance for varying message sizes assuming saturated network
load, measured at the photodetectors. The line at OSNR=16.9 dB is where a bit-error-rate of
10−12 can be achieved, assuming an ideal binary receiver circuit and orthogonal signaling.
respectively.
Lack of signal integrity ultimately results in erroneous bits detected. If we assume
orthogonal signaling, and an ideal optimal binary receiver, we can calculate the BER using







Eb is the energy in each bit, and N is the power spectral density of the noise. The term inside
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the radical is equivalent to the SNR of the signal. For a BER of 10−12, the network requires a
SNR of 16.9 dB (indicated in Fig. 4.18 by a horizontal line). This indicates that in the large-
message cases, none of the networks are able to achieve this level of signal integrity. The
achieved BERs for networks using 107-bit messages are 1.14×10−4 for the Torus, 2.20×10−6
for Non-blocking Torus, 2.36×10−5 for TorusNX, and 1.31×10−10 for Square Root. The high
BERs can be lowered by using smaller messages, or mitigated through the use of a higher
network-layer error correction scheme.
4.3.3 Power Analysis
The network-level power dissipation is a major component in limiting performance scaling
of chip-scale systems. Photonic on-chip networks have been shown to drastically outperform
electronic networks in both performance and energy, especially in the case of traffic patterns
that require large data transmissions [52]. We conduct simulations to examine the dissipation
of the four photonic networks.
Each network is assumed to use the maximum number of wavelengths allowed for the
improved 8×8 topology assuming a 30-dB optical power budget according to the results in
Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.9, Fig. 4.16, and Fig. 4.17. The simulator uses the ORION model [72] for
electronic router energy dissipation, which is configured for a 32-nm process with a normal
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voltage threshold transistor type and a Vdd equal to 1.0 V. The electronic components in the
network are clocked at 1.0 GHz. All electronic routers use a standard three-stage pipeline
model with an 128-bit buffer on each input port and a flit-size of 32 bits. All control messages
are 32 bits in size. The routers in the torus-like networks use dimension-ordered routing while
Square Root uses a unique routing scheme that is optimized to equally distribute load and
reduce propagation distance. All routers are modeled with credit-based flow control.
Table 4.4: Energy Dissipation Parameters - Photonic Circuit-Switching Analysis
Parameter Value
Lasers (RIN) -150 dB/Hz
Modulation (Modulation Index) 16 dB
PSEs - Through Port Extinction Ratio 25 dB
PSEs - Drop Port Extinction Ratio 20 dB
Crossings (Crosstalk) -40 dB
The simulations assume integrated thermal tuners to manage thermal fluctuations in a
chip, which will be strongly dependent on application activity. Thermal tuners integrated
at each ring in the network assume approximately 1 µW/◦ K of power dissipation, while the
system is assumed to have a mean temperature deviation of 20 degrees. Modulators assume
a dynamic dissipation of 85 fJ for every bit transmitted (bit edges) and an additional 30 µW
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of static power during periods when a constant signal is transmitted (hold periods). Switches
exhibit higher dynamic and static dissipation than the ring modulators, at 375 fJ/bit and
400 µW, respectively, due to larger footprints. Photodetector energy is assumed to be 50
fJ/bit. The photonic power dissipation parameters used in this set of simulations are listed
in Table 4.4.
The power performance is reported for each of the four networks, and assumes maximum
loading with uniform random traffic on 8×8 topologies (Fig. 4.19, Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21, and
Fig. 4.22). In all four network designs, the electronic buffers, crossbar circuit, and clock tree
dissipate a clear majority of the network power. This is a clear indication that electronic
power will remain as a relatively significant contributor to total network power dissipation
even with photonic integration.
Additional notable trends can be reasoned by relating the power dissipated to the
exhibited bandwidth performance of the networks. From Fig. 4.23 we can see the total
network performance of the four networks. As the network assumes larger message sizes,
the network throughput also rises due to the amortization of the circuit-switching overhead.
Congestion of optical traffic on the photonic network plane causes the eventual saturation
of the networks. TorusNX achieves the best network bandwidth at 7.80 Tbps, while Square
Root, Torus, and Non-blocking Torus obtain throughputs of 3.75 Tbps, 2.45 Tbps, and 669
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Figure 4.19: Power-dissipation breakdown of an 8×8 Torus topology over varying message
sizes.
Gbps, respectively.
Relating back to the four power dissipation figures, we see that as the network achieves
higher throughput with larger messages, the ratios in power dissipation shifts from high
amounts of wire power dissipation and low photonic device power dissipation to low wire
power dissipation and high photonic device power dissipation. This is evidence of the
higher photonic network utilization and amortization of the electronic path-setup overhead.
Furthermore, the total power dissipated by the electronic components in the network remains
approximately constant regardless of network throughput since all the data is being sent
optically.
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Figure 4.20: Power-dissipation breakdown of an 8×8 Non-blocking Torus topology over
varying message sizes.
Fig. 4.24 combines the power and bandwidth results to plot the energy-per-bit efficiency
of the networks. For the largest message size, TorusNX and Square Root achieve the best
efficiencies at 585 fJ/bit and 681 fJ/bit. Torus achieves an efficiency of 2.73 pJ/bit, while
Non-blocking Torus achieves an efficiency of 3.62 pJ/bit. The new network designs attain at
least 75% better efficiency compared to the Torus, and at least 81% better efficiency than
the Non-blocking Torus. This dramatic improvement is attributed to the lower-loss network
designs which enable better bandwidth utilization and reductions in the number of required
switches.
We see that although the Non-blocking Torus produces a comparatively reasonable
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7 Square Root Topology
Figure 4.22: Power-dissipation breakdown of an 8×8 Square Root topology over varying
message sizes.
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Figure 4.23: Total network bandwidth of each network at saturation.
absolute power dissipation measurement, the efficiency, for larger message sizes, is the worst
of the four networks. Although the Non-blocking Torus has the advantage of being non-
blocking, the fact that it supports fewer access points than the other three network designs
results in a dramatic degradation in performance. Note that each network assumes the
same topology size, however the Non-blocking Torus only uses 16 nodes due to the layout
constraints. While it may seem reasonable to assume a 32×32 Non-blocking Torus so that
each network can be normalized to the number of gateways, we can see from our original
conclusions in Fig. 4 that a 64-gateway version is not possible. The insertion loss penalties
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Figure 4.24: Total network bandwidth of each network at saturation.
usurp the benefits of the non-blocking property, resulting in bandwidth degradation.
While from an efficiency standpoint, larger message transmissions clearly perform better,
the prior crosstalk simulations indicate that the OSNR also decreases with increased message
size. This indicates that in order to maintain the high energy efficiency that these photonic
topologies can provide, a scheme must be in place to either correct or mitigate these errors.
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4.4 Comparative Analysis of Photonic Spatial Routing
and Wavelength Routing
In this section, we model and compare two different photonic routing formats to demonstrate
our design methodology and the versatility of the physical-layer analysis capabilities of
PhoenixSim. The comparison will be between a spatial-routed network and a wavelength-
routed network. We will show that the two networks offer different advantages depending
on the considered metric and traffic pattern. Therefore this analysis serves to give system
architects recommendations based on their design objectives.
The first photonic network we model for this case study is the Photonic Mesh which uses
the circuit switching protocol described in Section 4.1. The Photonic Mesh (Fig. 4.25a) is
similar to a typical electronic mesh since it is laid out in a matrix-like configuration of nodes,
and has mechanisms for switching, entering the network, and exiting the network at each
node. Although the mesh-based design presented here exhibits lower path diversity than
other previously proposed circuit-switching topologies ([53, 90]), the simpler architecture is
beneficial to overall performance by lowering total insertion loss.
A 4×4 nonblocking crossbar switch (Fig. 4.25b) is found at each node of the network
and is optimized for dimension-ordered routing (which is the case for the Photonic Mesh) by
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Figure 4.25: The Photonic Mesh topology. (a) A high-level representation of a 4×4 Photonic
Mesh. Parallel lines indicate two unidirectional waveguides, which are paired together to form
bidirectional links. Boxes represent higher-order photonic components, which are labeled ’X ’
for 4×4 nonblocking crossbar switch, ’I ’ for injection gateway, and ’E ’ for ejection gateway.
Also shown are detail schematics of the (b) 4×4 nonblocking crossbar switch, (c) injection
gateway, and (d) ejection gateway.
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Figure 4.26: The Photonic Crossbar topology. (a) A high-level representation of a 2×4
Photonic Mesh, connecting 16 cores. Boxes represent gateways with a concentration of two
processing cores. (b) A detail schematic of the Photonic Crossbar gateway, showing 49 bypass
waveguides and 7 waveguides with modulator and receiver banks used to communicate to the
other 7 gateways.
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minimizing insertion losses along propagation paths that do not turn through the switch [91].
The injection gateway (Fig. 4.25c) and ejection gateway (Fig. 4.25d) designs, which are used
by the underlying processing cores to transmit and receive optical data, are adapted from the
TorusNX topology to help further reduce insertion loss overhead caused by more complex
injection/ejection schemes [53]. Each switch and gateway is constructed using the devices
previously described in Section 3.3.
The second photonic network we model for this case study is the Photonic Crossbar
(Fig. 4.26). This design uses the crossbar concepts used previously in the Photonic Clos
topology [92]. A set of waveguides are routed in a serpentine manner so that they intersect
with all gateways in the network. Each individual waveguide is configured with two
modulator banks and two receiver banks to connect a unique pair of gateways. For a
topology with G gateways, a set of G · (G− 1)/2 waveguides is required to fully connect the
network. Since the required number of waveguides grows quadratically with G, it can be
advantageous to concentrate the traffic of a set of processing cores through a single photonic
gateway. Each gateway exploits the bidirectionality of the waveguides and avoids receiving
its own modulated signal by transmitting and receiving on different sets of wavelengths.
Fig. 4.26a shows an 8-gateway network with two processing cores connected to each
gateway. The gateway design is illustrated in Fig. 4.26b. The gateway contains 49 bypass
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waveguides which are ignored, and is connected to the remaining seven waveguides through
a set of seven modulator banks and seven receiver banks. Each connected waveguide will
transmit to and receive from one of the other seven gateways in the network. Attached to
each photonic gateway is a nine-port electronic router which must transport messages to and
from the group of cores to the appropriate photonic transmitter or receiver bank.
4.4.1 Optical Power Budget Analysis
First, we used PhoenixSim to model both photonic topologies and analyze the worst-case
insertion loss for network radixes from 2×2 (4 nodes) to 10×10 (100 nodes). The insertion
loss parameters used in this study are derived from experimentally demonstrated results
and are listed in Table 4.5. Fig. 4.27 shows the maximum total loss exhibited within each
network and the breakdown according to type of loss. All network sizes assumed total
chip dimensions of 2 cm× 2 cm and the size of the network is designed to span the entire
chip. Hence the spacing between nodes will decrease with larger radixes. Crossing loss and
propagation loss are the most significant contributors to total loss in the Photonic Mesh
and Photonic Crossbar, respectively. The 10×10 Photonic Mesh has 18.1 dB of crossing
loss caused by the existence of a network path with 113 waveguide crossings, accounting
for approximately 63% of the total network-level insertion loss. The serpentine waveguide
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Table 4.5: Insertion Loss Parameters - PhoenixSim Case Study
Parameter Value Ref.
Propagation Loss (Silicon) 1.7 dB/cm [19]
Waveguide Crossing 0.16 dB [23]
Waveguide Bend 0.005 dB/90◦ [19]
Drop Into a Ring 0.6 dB [30]
Pass By a Ring 0.005 dB [30]
design of the Photonic Crossbar causes repeated traversals of the chip, therefore causing
high propagation loss. This analysis is an important indicator for device researchers who
may seek to focus on improving the performance of a specific type of network architecture.
By taking the insertion loss results and applying Eq. (3.1), we can derive the allowed
number of wavelength channels for varying radixes and optical power budgets (Fig. 4.28). For
the specified optical power budgets, points below and to the left of the plotted curve indicate
physically realizable combinations of network size and number of wavelength channels. For
example, both networks are realizable as a 4×4 network using 32 wavelength channels with
devices that stay above a 30-dB optical budget, however the fabrication of an 8×8 network
with 32 wavelength channels and a more aggressive 40-dB budget will only be possible for the
Photonic Mesh. Furthermore, the plot indicates that the Photonic Crossbar is not capable
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Figure 4.27: Insertion loss results for the Photonic Mesh and Photonic Crossbar of varying
sizes. Labeled values that overlay the columns indicate the worst-case total network-level loss
values. Columns illustrate the worst-case loss associated with the individually labeled loss
component which does not necessarily occur in the network path with the worst total loss.
of operating at sizes of 10×10 or greater with a 30-dB optical power budget.
4.4.2 Network Performance
The performance and power dissipation of the on-chip network are both important
considerations for future scaling of CMPs. For this analysis, we assume a 64-core processor
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Figure 4.28: Wavelength channel allotment in the Photonic Mesh and Photonic Crossbar for
varying network sizes and optical power budgets.
and compare the performance of the Photonic Mesh, the Photonic Crossbar, and a traditional
electronic mesh. In each of the three networks, we assume a 2.5-GHz operating frequency
for both electrical and optical signaling. Both photonic networks assume the use of 128-
wavelength channels (the Photonic Crossbar will have two bi-directional 64-wavelength
channels). Electronic routers for the Photonic Mesh are modeled with a 32-bit channel
width and buffer size of 128 bit, which equates to a buffer depth of four control messages.
Electronic routers for the Photonic Crossbar and electronic mesh have a 64-bit channel width
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and a 1024-bit buffer size. Additionally, for the Photonic Crossbar we assume a concentration
of eight cores per gateway. All simulations are based on uniform random traffic.
Fig. 4.29 plots the network-level bandwidth and latency of the three networks under
consideration. For 1-kbit messages, we see that the Photonic Crossbar exhibits the highest
throughput. The Photonic Mesh performs the worst as a result of the costly overhead
associated with circuit switching. In the case of 100-kbit messages, the Photonic Mesh now
achieves the best performance since the latency overhead of circuit switching is now amortized
over the duration of the message transmission. This indicates that the most suitable network
design will be dependent on the type of traffic exhibited by the system.
4.4.3 Data Integrity Analysis
Whereas the insertion loss has an impact on physical size and bandwidth of the network, the
noise has an impact on the quality of the data stream. Given the same network configuration
used in the Network Performance results, the average noise power for each wavelength channel
for all WDM transmissions under saturated random-traffic load is plotted in Fig. 4.30. These
noise power results are based on the crosstalk and noise parameters listed in Table 4.6. In
this network, laser intensity noise, thermal noise, and shot noise are negligible quantities in
comparison to inter-message and intra-message crosstalk.
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Figure 4.29: Bandwidth and latency performance on the Electronic Mesh, Photonic Crossbar,
and Photonic Mesh for 1-kbit and 100-kbit message sizes.
In both networks intra-message crosstalk predominately occurs at the ejection gateway
where filters are used to select individual wavelength channels. The amount of intra-message
crosstalk power exhibited by each optical message is predominately dependent on the number
of co-propagating wavelengths. Therefore it is practically independent of both network load
and message size. We see that across the two different message sizes, the amount of intra-
message crosstalk power remains approximately constant.
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Table 4.6: Crosstalk and Noise Parameters - PhoenixSim Case Study
Parameter Value Ref.
Laser (Relative Intensity Noise) -150 dB/Hz [78]
Modulator (Extinction Ratio) 16 dB [88]
PSE Through-Port (Extinction Ratio) 25 dB [30]
PSE Drop-Port (Extinction Ratio) 20 dB [30]
Waveguide Crossing (Crosstalk) -40 dB [23]
The trend in inter-message crosstalk reflects the probability that two WDM messages
will intersect in the network. The Photonic Crossbar exhibits zero inter-message crosstalk
since it contains no crossings or switches where a message intersection could occur. A longer
duration optical packet from using fewer wavelength channels or large message sizes will
create a scenario where the photonic message will occupy the network for a longer period of
time, thereby increasing the likelihood that another message will be instanced in the network
and interfere. In Fig. 4.30, we can see that indeed larger messages in the Photonic Mesh do
produce a non-negligible amount of inter-message crosstalk.
Lastly, PhoenixSim also determines the signals SNR when the message is finally received.
For 1-kbit message sizes, the average electrical SNR of the Photonic Mesh and Photonic
Crossbar optical link is 6.4 dB and 3.5 dB, respectively. For 100-kbit message sizes, the
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Figure 4.30: Average total noise power accumulated by each optical message in the Photonic
Mesh and Photonic Crossbar for saturated network load. Laser noise, thermal noise, and shot
noises are negligible quantities and are not listed.
average SNR for the Photonic Mesh and Photonic Crossbar is 6.5 dB and 2.9 dB, respectively.
These results indicate that the Photonic Crossbar relatively outperforms the Photonic Mesh
with respect to signal integrity. However these values also conclude that the optical link
integrity of both networks will be detrimentally compromised. This performance penalty
can be rectified by improved filter performance or through the use of fewer wavelength
channels.
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The zero-load plot in Fig. 4.30 shows the inter-message crosstalk noise power trend for
varying number of wavelength channels used. The noise power exhibits a slight dependence
on the number of wavelength channels. Up to about 20 wavelengths, there is an increase in
intra-message crosstalk power due to the increasing number of adjacent wavelength channels
that can leak through each filter. Above 20 wavelength channels, the intra-message crosstalk
power decreases due to each wavelength channel only using a smaller fraction of the total
allowed power according to the optical power budget.
Inter-message crosstalk does not occur in the zero-load case since the probability of
two messages intersecting in the network is relatively low. In contrast, the noise power of
a saturated network (Fig. 4.30) shows significant inter-message crosstalk power indicating
that it is dependent on network load, as well as message size and the number of wavelength
channels being used. The trend in inter-message crosstalk reflects the probability that two
WDM messages will intersect in the network. With a high network load, there will be more
messages in the network at any single point in time. The duration of the optical packet will
be shorter when more wavelength channels are used or shorter messages are transmitted,
thereby creating a smaller temporal opportunity for another message to interfere since the
transmission will occur relatively quickly. A longer duration optical packet from using fewer
wavelength channels or large message sizes will create a scenario where the photonic message
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will occupy the network for a longer period of time, thereby increasing the likelihood that
another message will be instanced in the network and interfere.
4.4.4 Power Dissipation Analysis
Lastly, we compare the power dissipation of the Electronic Mesh, Photonic Mesh, and
Photonic Crossbar, assuming the same system configuration as before and the power
parameters listed in Table 4.7. The total power dissipation of each network, operating
with maximum load, is plotted in Fig. 4.31. Each column is broken down into categories
of photonic-related dissipation from ring modulators, photo-detectors, optical switches,
and thermal feedback tuning, and electronic-related dissipation from router logic, router
buffers, and wires. While SerDes would be required in many proposed photonic interconnect
architectures for every ring modulator and photo-detector to up and down convert to the
photonic transmission clock, in this case study we assume the same 2.5-GHz clock for both
electronic and photonic domains.
Regardless of the message size the Electronic Mesh dissipates approximately 8 W of
power and the Photonic Mesh dissipates approximately 5 W. This is a result of both
networks relying on some electronic routers to route data. Data on the Photonic Mesh
is only transmitted optically, which provides a significant savings in power when the circuit-
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Table 4.7: Power Dissipation Parameters - PhoenixSim Case Study
Parameter Value
Modulators (Dynamic Energy) 85 fJ/bit
Modulators (Static Energy) 30 µW
Photodetectors 50 fJ/bit
PSEs (Dynamic Energy) 375 fJ/bit
PSEs (Static Energy) 400 µW
Thermal Ring Tuning 100 µW/ring
switching overhead can be amortized. In terms of energy efficiency when transmitting 1-kbit
messages, the Photonic Crossbar outperforms the other networks at 2.9 pJ/bit, while the
Photonic Mesh performs the worst at 55.9 fJ/bit. Nonetheless, with the larger 100-kbit
messages, the Photonic Mesh achieves the highest efficiency with 3.2 pJ/bit as a result of
the efficient optical transmission. This message-size/efficiency relationship of the circuit-
switched Photonic Mesh design is a useful indicator as to which photonic design may be
ideally suited for various application traffic patterns. For instance, photonic circuits have
been shown to be ideally suited for many classes of scientific applications that require long
data messages [52].
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Figure 4.31: Network-level power dissipation breakdown of the Electronic Mesh, Photonic
Mesh and Photonic Crossbar for transmission of 1-kbit and 100-kbit messages. Values




The photonic interconnection networks that have been discussed thus far have exclusively
looked at wavelength-routed architectures and spatial circuit-switching-style architectures.
Previous research into photonic chip-scale networks have also exclusively focused on these
two domains. Instead of developing alternative topologies for already proposed routing
architectures, this chapter discusses the development of new switching methodology.
In this chapter, we describe a novel on-chip photonic interconnect architecture that
leverages a new concept known as wavelength-selective spatial routing (WSSR) to increase
path diversity within previously proposed circuit-switched photonic networks for CMPs [56].
Previous circuit-switched photonic network designs can suffer from longer latencies and
degraded bandwidth performance due to low path diversity and high contention probability
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caused by a fundamental architectural constraint that limits each physical optical path to
a single communication link at any one point in time. Traditional networks can leverage
electronic virtual channels to statistically multiplex several logical links through a single
physical electronic bus. However, the standard virtual channel technique requires buffering
and processing which are not economically feasible in the photonic domain. We alternatively
propose the use of WSSR which uses spectral multiplexing to create several concurrent
communication links with a single waveguide. Compared to traditional circuit-switched
photonic networks, WSSR-enabled networks can achieve superior bandwidth performance
with a minimal increase in design complexity and latency.
5.1 Concept
WSSR is used to selectively manipulate wavelength-channel subsets of a WDM signal as
it propagates through a network [55]. WSSR can be qualified as a hybrid form of spatial
routing and wavelength routing (Fig. 2.3). The WSSR scheme takes advantage of the unused
spectrum that exists between the resonances of a broadband ring switch by interleaving
additional wavelength channels in the unused spectral space. The newly interleaved channels




Fig. 5.1a illustrates the inclusion of an additional set of three wavelength channels,
interleaved amongst the original set of wavelengths that were shown in Fig. 2.2e. Each
grouping of three wavelengths, which composes a subset of the total set of wavelengths
in the WDM system, is referred to as a WDM partition. The newly included partition
will propagate past the ring resonator undisturbed, regardless of whether a voltage bias
is being applied or not. The technique of isolating a single WDM partition for switching
while ignoring the other remaining wavelengths is referred to as wavelength-selective spatial
routing. Moreover, a second ring resonator can be cascaded and designed to aligned to the
new set of wavelength channels forming a two-partition router. Introduction of the additional
cascaded ring will in the worst case increase the insertion loss by only the through-port loss
of a ring switch which has been measured to be negligible [30]. Fig. 5.1b–5.1e show the
four possible routing configurations of the 2-partition router, illustrating the independent
controllability of each WDM partition.
Notice that the previous example augmented the original ring with a second ring resonator
of the same diameter. This produces a wavelength channel spectrum that is effectively twice
as dense as that of the original case, however it ignores possible crosstalk consequences from
placing wavelength channels closer together. This example also produces a more complex
















Figure 5.1: (a) Spectral placement of two WDM partitions (each containing three wavelength
channels), with respect to the spectrum of an electro-optic broadband ring switch. (b)–(e) Four
possible routing configurations for a two-partition router.
each node. Alternatively, the number of wavelength channels can be fixed to preserve the
wavelength channel density and the rings can be designed to operate on a subset of the
original wavelength channel set through an alteration of the FSR of the ring. A ring with
half the diameter of the original will exhibit an FSR that is twice as wide and allow it
to operate on half the original set of wavelength channels. This relationship between the
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number of partitions (and thus the number of rings) and the area footprint of the router is
explored in Section 5.3.2.
We consider in this paper a range of ring diameters that have been experimentally verified
to operate as switches. Preston, et al. found that the a minimum wavelength channel spacing
of 0.8 nm was required for ring modulated 10-Gb/s wavelength channels to maintaining
sufficiently low crosstalk levels (< -20 dB) [38]. This corresponds to a 200-µm-diameter
ring switch, which has been demonstrated previously with an adequately wide passband for
transmitting the high-speed datarate [30].
We can reasonably assume that smaller diameter ring switches can also be produced due
to the fact that reductions in ring circumference will only reduce the circulating loss in the
ring. It is possible that the reduced loss will increase the Q factor to a point where the
drop port resonance becomes too narrow to pass the high speed data signal. This can be
remedied by inducing additional insertion loss with fabricated defects or additional doping.
The smallest demonstrated ring resonator device we consider has a diameter of 3 µm due to
the dominance of bending losses [93]. The most number of WDM partitions we consider in
our presented analysis is six, which requires an 4.8-nm FSR and a 33.3-µm ring. This falls
without the experimentally verified limit.
Independent routability of each WDM partition enhances path diversity and forms the
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basis for WSSR. The number of WDM partitions is increased by interleaving additional sets
of wavelengths, being only limited by the achievable wavelength channel density which must
adhere to the aforementioned crosstalk constraints [38]. Single partition routers produce a
degenerate case where the wavelength selectivity is eliminated, forming a purely spatially-
routed design. Additionally, since the input-output port connectivity for all wavelength
channels remains the same regardless of the number of WDM partitions, the entire router
can be treated as a parameterized building block. These traits enable two features: 1) all
previous spatially-routed topologies can be augmented with WSSR, and 2) the number of
partitions and the network topology are independent design decisions that can be determined
separately.
In a WSSR interconnect topology, each WDM partition can be regarded as an
independent communication plane. This is conceptually analogous to electronic network
multiplexing techniques such as traditional electronic virtual channels or the use of multiple
physical networks. As stated previously, implementation of traditional virtual channels is
difficult in the photonic domain due to impracticality of optical buffering and processing.
The use of multiple physical planes is also detrimental since it will generate high insertion
loss due to increased network complexity. Although increasing path multiplicity by adding
extra paths in the network has been previously suggested [51], the previous analysis did
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not consider the fundamental physical-layer constraints of the network. These issues are
circumvented with WSSR since the network planes are multiplexed in the wavelength domain.
Koohi, et al. have proposed 2D-HERT, a wavelength-routed network, which uses a
similar partitioned wavelength space for directing wavelength channels [50]. The 2D-HERT
network use passive ring filters for guiding a subset of wavelengths. A source node employs
source-routing through selection of an appropriate wavelength to establish the complete
optical path since the wavelength will determine whether the lightwave will pass through or
drop into each passive ring filter. Our WSSR technique is differentiated by the fact that we
utilize active electro-optic ring switches for generating several WDM partitions that act like
independent network planes. The selection of wavelength only determines which network
plane is traversed, but has no role in determining the optical path. An advantage of not
utilizing wavelength for routing purposes is that we can exploit wavelength parallelism for
enabling higher node-to-node datarates. This type of network behavior is ideally suited for
traffic with long-lived and large-message transmissions.
Allocation of WSSR network resources is accomplished using a circuit-switching methodology
similar to the one used for spatial routing [51]. Processors interface with the network by
communicating with a network gateway (Fig 5.2). Resource allocation of photonic routers is
accomplished on a separate light-weight electronic packet-switched control plane, which has
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a topology that replicates the photonic layout.
The gateway has the following principle network roles (enumerated in Fig 5.2):
1. Electronic/Transmission: Processing cores first send transmission requests to
the Network Injection Arbiter logic which handles allocation of a WDM Partition
Transmitter and the circuit-switching network protocol required to provision a photonic
path.
2. Electronic/Reception: Requests from remote processing cores are sent to the
Network Ejection Arbiter which will handle allocation of a WDM Partition Receiver
and the circuit-switching network protocol for the reception end of the photonic link.
3. Photonic/Transmission: Each WDM Partition Transmitter is tuned to transmit on
a different set of wavelengths, corresponding to a particular WDM partition.
4. Photonic/Reception: Each WDM Partition Receiver is tuned to receive on a
different set of wavelengths, corresponding to a particular WDM partition.
The WSSR path-allocation protocol occurs through the transmission of a series of control
messages on the control plane. All control messages contain fields for message type, source
ID, destination ID, and WDM partition selection data. The WDM partition selection field

































Figure 5.2: The WSSR gateway architecture with concentrating processing cores.
‘check’ (indicating a partition that is being considered for allocation) and the second bit
labels ‘available’ (indicating the current assumed resource availability for the corresponding
partition). Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 illustrate the message transactions required in perform
allocation and data transmission. In the example, the request is initially blocked at an
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Figure 5.3: Example timing diagram of the circuit-switching and WSSR allocation protocol.
A path provisioning request is initially blocked, but is successful upon re-attempt.
intermediate router, retries, and is subsequently successful in resource allocation and data
transmission.
The allocation of a path begins with the transmission of a message of type PathSetup
from a source node. The ‘check’ bit is set to ‘true’ on each partition for which allocation will
be attempted. This automatically precludes partitions that have already been allocated from
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Figure 5.4: Example timing diagram of the WSSR allocation protocol. If a single path
provisioning request is attempted with multiple partitions, a path-setup request can partially
block on a particular partition while be successful on another partition.
that particular source node and have not been de-allocated yet, or on partitions where an
allocation attempt is concurrently being made by another PathSetup message. Initially, the
‘available’ bits are all equal to the ‘check’ bits since an attempt at allocation is only performed
if the partition is available at the gateway. For the simulation analysis presented in this
paper, the gateway only attempts to allocate a single WDM partition per PathSetup message.
Alternatively, the PathSetup message could set a ‘true’ value for all ‘check’ bits which are
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free for allocation to increase the likelihood of finding a partition that is available. Previous
work referred to the number of partitions used during each PathSetup as the reservation
aggressiveness [58].
The PathSetup message travels on the control plane, attempting to provision each WDM
partition which still has the ‘check’ and ‘available’ bit set as ‘true’. Each photonic router in
the network maintains its own reservation table, which is used to track circuits and WDM
partitions that have been allocated or are in the process of being allocated. If any of the
partitions are blocked, then a PathBlocked message is created and returned to the originating
node, with the ’check’ bit set to ‘true’ and ’available’ bit set to ‘false’ for the blocked channels.
The ‘check’ and ‘available’ bits that correspond to the blocked circuits are set to ‘false’ in
the PathSetup message, and is only continues propagation if at least a single WDM partition
is still available. Fig. 5.3 (marker ‘1’) illustrates a situation where the path is blocked for all
partitions being considered. Fig. 5.4 (marker ‘1’) shows a sequence of events where a subset
of the available WDM partitions of the PathSetup message are blocked. The alternative
WDM partition enables the PathSetup message to proceed and complete the provisioning
process.
A PathSetup message that reaches the destination gateway indicates that at least one
source-to-destination circuit is available for photonic transmission (Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 at
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marker ‘2’). The message is converted to a PathAck message, the source and destination
ID are swapped, and the ‘check’ bits are preserved while the ‘available’ bit is set based on
how many channels will be used for the transmission. The simulation studies in this paper
limit the allocation to a single WDM partition, and is chosen at random from the pool of
available channels as indicated by the available bits. However, alternative configurations
could enable some or all of the available partitions to be aggregated together to allow for
dynamic throughput allocation.
Upon completion of the photonic transmission, a PathBreakdown message is sent into
the network from the source node (Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 at marker ‘3’). The ‘check’ bit is set
for each partition that was allocated and is used to indicate to each photonic router along
the path that the resources should be released and reservation table updated appropriately.
Koohi, et al. have proposed 2D-HERT, a wavelength-routed network, which uses a
similar partitioned wavelength space for directing wavelength channels [50]. The 2D-HERT
network use passive ring filters for guiding a subset of wavelengths. A source node uses
source-routing through selection of an appropriate wavelength to establish the complete
optical path since the wavelength will determine whether the lightwave will pass through or
drop into each passive ring filter. Our WSSR technique is differentiated by the fact that we
utilize active electro-optic ring switches for generating several independent network planes.
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A previously proposed circuit-switched topology is the TorusNX which is designed with
a reduced number of crossings and an optimized switching layout [53]. A 4×4 version of
the TorusNX is illustrated in Fig. 4.12, consisting of 16 gateway switches and 16 4×4 non-
blocking switches. The structure of each switch configured with two WDM partitions is
diagrammed in Fig. 5.5. Each pair of rings (indicated by a red and blue ring) composes
the two cascaded rings that compose a two-partition router. Note that the original single-
partition design of the gateway appears in Fig. 4.13 and can be reconstructed by removing
either the red or blue set of rings from the layout. Similarly, the single-partition 4×4 non-
blocking switch design in Fig. 4.4c can be reconstructed by removing one set of rings.
5.2 Experimental Validation
We experimentally demonstrate the WSSR concept and report performance measurements
of the active transmission of six 10-Gb/s WDM channels through a silicon electro-optic
microring switch; the demonstration shows the active routing of a partition of three channels,
while leaving the remaining three channels unperturbed [55]. We use a second-order electro-
optic microring switch (Fig. 5.6) fabricated at the Cornell Nanofabrication Facility [32].
Previous work has shown active switching of 40-Gb/s data through this device [94].





Figure 5.5: Schematic of the TorusNX photonic routers configured with two WDM partitions:
(a) gateway switch and (b) 4×4 non-blocking photonic switch.
primary partition and the auxiliary partition. Each partition will consist of three wavelength
channels. The auxiliary wavelength channels will propagate past the microring undisturbed,
regardless of whether a bias is being applied to the ring or not. Two ring resonators can be
cascaded and each aligned to a different WDM partition, forming a 2 partition 1×2 WSSR
router (as depicted in Fig. 5.1.
To the best of our knowledge, this experiment also represents the first demonstration of
a WDM data signal being switched through an electro-optic microring resonator. Note that
the prior discussion on the proposed routing scheme assumes first-order microring devices;
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Figure 5.6: Scanning electron microscope image of a second-order electro-optic microring
switch. Blue and red coloring is provided to label slab regions with dopants.
however, this concept can be readily applied to higher order devices. An advantage of the
second-order device is that it exhibits hitless characteristics when the modes are shifted off
resonance, producing suppressed resonances due to the Vernier effect, and thereby reducing
the impact on adjacent wavelength channels.
5.2.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup (Fig. 5.7) consists of six continuous-wave (CW) laser sources
combined using a dense wavelength-division multiplexer (DWDM). The six channels are
simultaneously amplitude modulated using a LiNbO3 modulator (MOD) with a 27 − 1
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pseudo-random bit sequence generated by a pulse pattern generator (PPG) at 10 Gb/s.
The six wavelength channels are decorrelated at the output of the modulator, amplified
(EDFA), aligned for quasi-TM propagation, and injected into the chip using a tapered fiber.
The microring switch is electrically contacted using high-speed electrical probes and driven
using a data timing generator (DTG). At the output of the chip, a filter () is used to select
a single WDM channel. The single channel is then amplified, filtered, and sent through a
variable optical attenuator (VOA). Lastly, the optical channel is fed into a PIN photodiode
with a transimpedence amplifier (PIN-TIA), followed by a limiting amplifier (LA). The
received data is assessed using a bit-error-rate tester (BERT). A common 10-GHz clock is
used to synchronize the PPG, DTG, and BERT. A digital communication analyzer (DCA)
and optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) are positioned throughout the setup for capturing eye
diagrams and optical spectra.
5.2.2 Experimental Results
We first measure the passive optical spectrum of the device, showing three resonant modes
which will be used for switching the primary WDM partition (Fig. 5.8). To determine
the optimal wavelength positioning of the primary WDM partition, we first scanned across
the resonant mode centered at 1551 nm using a tunable CW laser on the drop port while
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Figure 5.7: Diagram of the experimental setup for demonstration of WSSR concept. The
three major optical link components are represented in this setup: generation (top left block),
manipulation (top right block), and reception (bottom block).
optimizing the DTG voltage bias for maximum extinction ratio. With the DTG bias fixed,
we then scanned across every mode of interest to measure the extinction ratio on both the
through and drop ports. Channels positioned at 1541.25 nm, 1550.05 nm, and 1559.01
nm were selected for having the most balanced extinction between the two output ports
(approximately 9-10 dB). The auxiliary partition wavelengths are positioned at 1536.88 nm,
1545.65 nm, and 1554.53 nm, and were arbitrarily selected to lie approximately between
adjacent modes. In a fully-implemented version of the router, the auxiliary channels should
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Figure 5.8: The through port and drop port spectra of the electro-optic microring switch in
the passive state.
correspond to the resonances of the secondary microring. The power of each channel at the
chip input is set to approximately 0 dBm and the switch is operated with a 100-ns period
and 50% duty cycle, resulting in 50-ns long optical packets.
The BER curves are reported in Fig. 5.9 showing minimal data degradation. The BER
curves of the primary WDM partition were shifted by 2.5 dB in order to account for
differences in average measured power at the receiver due to the 50% duty cycle at the
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Figure 5.9: BER curves for each of the six wavelength channels and the back-to-back case
which bypasses the chip.
device output. The shift was analytically calculated based on a 9-dB extinction ratio.
In Fig. 5.10, we record each 10-Gb/s eye diagrams, showing open eyes. Fig. 5.11 shows
50-ns long optical packets at the input and output ports for both primary and auxiliary




Figure 5.10: 10-Gb/s output eye diagrams at both output ports from the device in the active
state.
5.3 Analytical Analysis
5.3.1 Optical Power Budget and Insertion Loss Analysis
The consideration of the physical-layer properties of the photonic network plays a critical role
in determining the feasibility of implementing the network. Specifically, the optical power
budget and network-level insertion loss will determine the requirements for the laser input
power and for the receiver sensitivity. The insertion loss analysis assumes the parameters
listed in Table 5.1 and are derived from experimentally-validated published results.
The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 5.12 for different levels of partitioning.
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Figure 5.11: 10-Gb/s output optical packets at both output ports from the device in the
active state.
An initial cost of 0.72-dB insertion loss is observed when transitioning from one to two
partitions; this jump in loss is attributed to additional waveguides and bends required to
accommodate the additional ring resonators. Scaling beyond two partitions requires an
increase in waveguide propagation and in the number of times ring resonators are passed,
nonetheless a minor 0.56-dB loss increase is observed when transitioning from two to six
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Table 5.1: Insertion Loss Parameters - Wavelength-Selective Spatial Routing Analysis
Parameter Value Ref.
Propagation Loss (Silicon) 1.7 dB/cm [19]
Waveguide Crossing 0.16 dB [23]
Waveguide Bend 0.005 dB/90◦ [19]
Drop Into a Ring 0.6 dB [30]
Pass By a Ring 0.005 dB [30]
partitions (0.14 dB per added partition).
The required laser power can be computed by adding the expected network loss to the
receiver sensitivity. A receiver with a -17-dB sensitivity and operating at a 10-Gb/s datarate
(demonstrated in [44]) would require a minimum injected laser power at the modulator
of 8.0 dBm, 8.7 dBm, 8.8 dBm, and 9.0 dBm for one through four WDM partitions,
respectively. We envision the optical-power delivery to the chip to either leverage vertical
grating couplers [28] or lateral tapered waveguides [25].
We can also observe that the largest loss components arise from the waveguide crossings
and the propagation. This shows that the introduction of WSSR into the photonic circuit-
switching network topology only adds a small amount of loss to the network. Our presented
analysis assumes a planar single-crystalline silicon fabrication platform, but alternative
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Figure 5.12: Insertion loss analysis of the TorusNX topology for varying levels of partitioning.
Column plots correspond to worst-case insertion loss per component among all possible network
paths (left-vertical axis). The line plot corresponds to greatest total network-level insertion
loss path among all possible network paths (right-vertical axis). The lossiest path does not
necessarily correspond with the sum of the worst-case losses per component.
CMOS-compatible platforms such as 3D deposited technology can virtually eliminate these




The nature of the WSSR mechanism requires multiple rings to enable the individual
controllability of each WDM partition. As the number of WDM partitions increases one
of two ring design changes can be employed. In the first case, ring diameters are fixed
regardless of the number of WDM partitions which will produce a system with higher
channel density and consequentially higher wavelength channel crosstalk. Alternatively, the
wavelength channel density can be fixed by scaling the ring diameter inversely proportional
to the number of WDM partitions. While this has the benefit of not increasing spectral
density of the channel spacing, this also enables a reduced footprint of the photonic routing
element. Our proceeding area analysis assumes the scaling of the ring diameters with a
maximum considered diameter of 200 µm.
The area footprint of a single WSSR router versus the number of WDM partitions (labeled
as the number of rings) is analyzed in Fig. 5.13. The WSSR router footprint calculations
assume a structure similiar to those shown in Fig. 5.1. The only locations where waveguides
are closely placed together are regions where optical coupling are required (i.e. where
the optical signal enters and exits the ring resonator). To prevent optical coupling across
waveguides that are meant to be isolated, a 5-µm gap are used (e.g. between adjacent rings).
An additional 2.5-µm gap is assumed to be on the outside edge of the two straight waveguides
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Figure 5.13: Photonic router footprint for varying number rings (which corresponds to the
number of WDM partitions enabled by the router). Legend indicates the ring diameter for the
single ring case.
to account for space required with other optical components (e.g. another photonic router)
outside of the immediate WSSR router of interest.
The plot shows the area scaling for varying initial single-partition ring diameters (as
indicated in the legend). The curves show an immediate area benefit for increasing the
number of partitions. Not only is this beneficial for the WSSR technique, but this scaling
can also be used to benefit standard circuit-switching architectures through a reduction of the
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photonic footprint. The operational difference between WSSR and circuit switching is that
the cascaded rings are used cohesively instead of independently. As the number of partitions
increase, the area reduction diminishes and eventually an area increase is observed. The
inflection point occurs at 40, 30, 20, and 10 rings for the 200, 150, 100, and 50 µm cases,
respectively. Each curve ends at the point where the individual ring diameters would become
less than 3 µm which is our assumed minimum size limit of the ring resonators (corresponding
to the smallest known fabricated microring [93]).
5.3.3 Contention Probability
From a performance perspective, the added path diversity by WSSR allows multiple
communication links to occupy the same waveguides and photonic routers, resulting in
reduced network-level contention. Decreased contentions will reduce latencies caused by
network resource unavailability, and increase network-level bandwidth due to the higher
availability. Fundamentally, the use of multiple WDM partitions is equivalent to the
concept of path multiplicity previously proposed and shown to improve performance of
on-chip networks [51]. The primary difference in the two architectural concepts is in the
usage of cascaded wavelength-selective spatially routed rings for WSSR and the overlay
of additional waveguides and routing elements for path multiplicity. Previous work has
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shown that waveguide crossings (which would be need for added path multiplicity) are the
largest contributor to insertion loss while the through port ring switch losses (used in WSSR)
contribute a negligible amount [53]. This trend is agreeable for the proposed WSSR routing
design since we can observe that the number of through port traversals will increase, but no
additional crossing traversals will be created.
Destination blocking occurs in the scenario when multiple source nodes request to
transmit to a common destination node at the same time. This condition can occurs within
many traffic patterns where transmission requests experience hotspots. In the context of
traditional circuit switching, a destination can only receive from a single source at any
period in time. WSSR can alleviate this issue by providing multiple receiver connections for
each destination.
We assume a non-blocking network for the purpose of analyzing the contention
characteristics of destination blocking. In a traditional circuit-switched non-blocking
network, any idle source node can immediately transmit to its intended destination with
the condition that the destination is not already receiving a message (i.e. no contention due
to source blocking or circuit-path blocking). Consider a N node network, with a transmission
being requested from source node A to destination node B. If all nodes aside from A have
either established a connection or have been blocked (i.e. a saturated network), then there
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are N − 2 nodes that could block this new connection. Assuming nodes do not require the
optical network to communicate with itself, then the probability that the connection from






Now we consider a non-blocking WSSR network with C WDM partitions. If each node
is restricted to a single message transmission at a time (i.e. single transmitter per gateway),








PC−ia · (1− Pa)i (5.1)










Fig. 5.14 plots Eq. 5.1 for C = 1 . . . 6 and 3 ≤ N ≤ 100, and appends the limit calculated
from Eq. 5.2. We can observe a dramatic destination blocking probability improvement
from L1 = 0.63 to L6 = 0.064. Furthermore, networks containing more than ∼25 nodes
vary minimally in terms of destination blocking probability. This indicates that techniques
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Figure 5.14: Destination blocking probability in a non-blocking network for varying number
of interleaved channels. The limit of each blocking probability as N →∞ is superimposed on
the right of the plot.
such as WSSR can provide dramatic improvements to performance through a reduction in
blocking probability.
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5.4 Simulation Results and Analysis
The partitioned-WDM network architecture is next modeled and simulated in PhoenixSim [68].
All conducted simulations assumed a 2-cm×2-cm 64-core CMP, which requires an 8×8
network.
The photonic architectures assume a 2.5-GHz clock for the electronic control plane. The
control-plane routers utilize channel widths of 32 bit and 256-bit input buffers, corresponding
to a buffer depth of 8 control messages. Path-setup control messages have an assumed bit
length of 32 bit. Photonic networks are normalized by their total number of transmission
wavelengths used, and wavelengths are evenly allocated among the WDM partitions. Each
wavelength channel provides a 10-Gb/s serial data rate. The TorusNX, described in
Section 4.3.1.2, photonic circuit-switching topology design was used for this study.
We also simulate a traditional electronic mesh network to serve as a baseline comparison
for the proposed photonic architectures. Each electronic router assumes a channel width
of 128 bit and utilizes a 2048-bit buffer on each input port. This electronic network model
employs bubble flow control to prevent deadlocks. The electronic mesh network also operates
on a 2.5-GHz clock, producing a link-level bandwidth of 320 Gb/s, and a network-level
bisection bandwidth of 5.12 Tb/s for the 8×8 network.
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5.4.1 Synthetic Traffic
Performance measurements were recorded for varying degrees of message size, total number
of wavelength channels, and number of WDM partitions. Simulations were conducted with
either a small (1-kbit) or large (100-kbit) message size. All synthetic traffic simulations
utilized the standard uniform random traffic pattern. The number of WDM partitions
ranged from 1 to 4 to capture the performance effect that the wavelength-selective spatial
routing technique provides. The total number of wavelengths was varied between 12
(low aggressiveness), 60 (medium aggressiveness), and 120 wavelength channels (high
aggressiveness).
Fig. 5.15 contains plots for each combination of message size and total number of
wavelength channels specified. The dotted-line curves depict the performance of the standard
electronic mesh which is only influenced by the message size.
Photonic network configurations using small 1-kbit messages (left plots in Fig. 5.15)
achieve saturation bandwidth gains that scale proportionally with the number of WDM
partitions used. In the case of 60 and 120 wavelength channels, the small message sizes result
in negligible differences in serialization delay when scaling the number WDM partitions.
Consequently, this results in a fixed zero-load latency (approximately 90 ns) regardless of
the number of WDM partitions, and saturation bandwidth gains that are approximately
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Figure 5.15: Average latency versus offered throughput for varying number of WDM
partitions, message sizes, and number of wavelength channels. Electronic mesh performance is
shown as a dotted line.
equal to the number of WDM partitions (e.g. 4 partitions results in a 4× improvement).
Only in the case of 12 wavelength channels is there a perceivable difference in serialization
delay which results in a slightly degraded zero-load latency (120 ns for 4 partitions) and
lower gain in saturation bandwidth (approximately 90% gain per partition). The WDM
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partition technique provides significant performance gains relative to the degenerate case,
however the photonic network variants still underperform in comparison to the electronic
mesh, a disadvantage that has been previously concluded for circuit-switched networks [54].
The transmission of 100-kbit messages (right plots in Fig. 5.15) on all the photonic
network variants produce better performance values compared to the electronic mesh
baseline. When compared to the degenerate case, the 12-wavelength system produces
saturation-bandwidth gains of 14%, 21%, and 24% when utilizing two, three, and four WDM
partitions, respectively. In the 120-wavelength channel case, the saturation bandwidth gain
is 97%, 140%, and 169%, for the two, three, and four partition cases, respectively. In the
best case, four partitions using a total of 120 wavelength channels achieves a saturation
bandwidth improvement of 764% over the electronic mesh. This shows that modest gains
are achievable using WSSR for nearer term photonic networks, however greater gains can
be expected as photonic device fabrication matures. Due to the large message sizes, the
serialization delay is significantly longer and has a greater impact on the zero-load latency.
For each each set of plots with a common total wavelength count, the division of wavelength
channels among WDM partitions produces noticeable differences in delay. This produces a
noticeable trade-off when determining whether a system design should minimize latency or
maximize bandwidth.
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5.4.2 Trace Simulations of Scientific Applications
Presented next is an analysis of the performance of scientific applications on the proposed
WSSR architecture. The photonic architectures assume the use of 120 wavelength channels,
each transmitting a serial datarate of 10 Gb/s. The performance evaluation of the proposed
architecture uses trace information extracted from four different message-passing interface
(MPI) based scientific applications, summarized here:
• Paratec - a materials science application using the density functional theory method [96]
• Cactus - an astrophysics computation toolkit designed to solve coupled nonlinear
hyperbolic and elliptic equations arising from general relativity [97]
• GTC - a 3D particle-in-cell application developed to study turbulent transport in
magnetic confinement fusion [98]
• MADbench - a benchmark based on MADspec cosmology code, calculating the
maximum likelihood angular power spectrum of the cosmic microwave background [99]
Each application trace contains a listing of all core-to-core communications that occurred
during a complete execution of the algorithm on a 64 node system. Each trace entry lists the
phase, source thread ID, destination thread ID, and the message size. This set of application
traces form a representative set communication patterns that match a large class of scientific
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Table 5.2: Application Trace Characteristics - Wavelength-Selective Spatial Routing Analysis
Number Number Total Data Avg. Msg.
Application of Phases of Msgs. Sent (B) Size (B)
Paratec 34 126059 5.4M 43.3
Cactus 2 285 7.3M 25600
GTC 2 63 8.1M 129796
Madbench 195 15414 86.5M 5613
applications currently being investigated by the computational science research community.
The characteristics of each application trace are summarized in Table 5.2 and traffic pattern
plots are shown in Fig. 5.16.
The phase value is used to indicate MPI barriers during the execution of the code. A
single predetermined core acts as a master node, and collects phase completion messages
from all other slave nodes. Upon reception of completion messages from all nodes, the master
node will broadcast commands to begin the following phase of execution. For this study, the
described synchronization process occurs using the electronic control plane.
Source and destination thread IDs label the transmitting and receiving threads of the
application. This is differentiated from the source and destination core of the micro-
architecture. This distinction occurs due to the fact that the optimal thread-to-core mapping
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Figure 5.16: Traffic pattern plots for the four scientific applications being considered. Left
axis represents source thread ID, bottom axis represents destination thread ID. White blocks
represent no communication load while darker shades of gray represent increased traffic load
between the associated source-destination pair.
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is not necessarily known. For this reason, random thread mappings are used for this
simulation work and the mean and standard deviation statistics are reported in the results.
The execution time statistics for the photonic networks and the electronic mesh are shown
in Fig. 5.17. The small messages found in the Paratec trace results in the photonic networks
having lower performance than the electronic mesh, which is in agreement with the results
of the synthetic traffic. However, the photonic networks perform better than the electronic
mesh in the remaining three applications as a result of larger message sizes.
The number of WDM partitions varies with each application with respect to shortest
execution time. The relatively small message sizes of Paratec and Madbench receive the
greatest benefit from using four partitions, achieving 50% and 56% improvements over the
single partition case, respectively. Paratec underperforms the electronic mesh due to the
circuit-setup overhead associated with the WSSR technique. In the case of Madbench,
the execution time reduction compared to the electronic mesh is 89%. GTC uses the
largest messages and receives the greatest advantage with a single partition, which results
in a time improvement of 89% over electronic mesh. Cactus, which contains messages
of an intermediate size, optimally performs with two or three partitions resulting in an
improvement of 85% compared to the electronic mesh.
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Figure 5.17: Total simulation time required to complete each application trace. Columns
indicate the average resulting time, and error bars indicate one standard deviation of the
sampled data.
The lackluster performance of Cactus and GTC is also indicative of the limited traffic
pattern as indicated in Fig. 5.16. Each source only transmits to a limited number of
destinations, therefore the network is less able to exploit the path diversity that is provided
with each additional WDM partition. This observation is agreeable with the results from
the uniform random traffic where the network was able to achieve better performance with a
greater number of partitions since all possible source-destination pairs were utilized creating
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Table 5.3: Optical Device Power Parameters - Wavelength-Selective Spatial Routing Analysis
Parameter Value
Ring Switch Dynamic Energy 375 fJ1
Ring Switch Static Energy 400 µW2
Modulation Dynamic Energy 85 fJ/bit3
Modulation Static Energy 30 W3
Detector Energy 50 fJ/bit4
Thermal Ring Tuning 100 µW/ring5
1Calculation based on carrier density, assuming 50-µm diameter, 320-nm × 250-nm
micro-ring waveguide cross-section, 75% waveguide volume exposure, 1-V forward bias.
2Based on switching energy, including photon lifetime for re-injection.
3[35], static energy calculated for half a 10GHz clock cycle, with 50% probability of a 1 bit.
4Conservative approximation assuming femto-farad class receiverless SiGe detector with C
< 1fF.
5Assumes a 1-µW/degree tuning cost per ring, with a temperature deviation of 20 degrees.
more opportunities for the path parallelism to be exploited.
Power parameters for optical devices are summarized in Table 5.3.
Fig. 5.18 depicts the network-level energy efficiency during the runtime of the application
traces. Static power dissipation is a major component of the total energy expended, therefore
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Figure 5.18: Network-level energy efficiency from each application trace. Columns indicate
the average resulting energy efficiency, and error bars indicate one standard deviation of the
sampled data.
we see a positive correlation between the time and energy results. The photonic networks
are able to outperform the electronic mesh in each application except for Paratec. Despite
this disadvantage, the photonic network achieves the best energy performance in Paratec
using four WDM partitions. Cactus and GTC achieve the best energy performance when
using a single partition.
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The trace-driven results are summarized in Table 5.4, indicating the best performing
number of channels and the percentage improvement. Among the photonic network variants
considered, only in Paratec does a four-partition WSSR network perform the best for both
execution time and energy. For GTC, the large message sizes benefited the 1-partition
network the most by taking advantage of the largest link-level bandwidths and low network-
level congestion. This performance dependency on the message size elucidates an opportunity
to create a WSSR network design that can dynamically allocate a specific number of channels
to optimize network performance.
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Table 5.4: Application Trace Results Summary - Wavelength-Selective Spatial Routing
Analysis
Execution Time Optimized
Paratec Cactus GTC Madbench
Optimal Number
of Partitions 4 3 1 4
Improvement -425% 85% 89% 89%
Energy Dissipation Optimized
Paratec Cactus GTC Madbench
Optimal Number
of Partitions 4 1 1 2




The inevitable abandonment of electronic “long distance” wiring has been endlessly
predicted, however an effective substitute technology for electronic wires at has yet to
be fully developed and commercialized. This is a surprising conclusion since optics now
dominates true long distance communications such as across regions or cities. However, “long
distance” is no longer across kilometer-scale distances, but is now considered the domain at
the computer cluster and computer rack scale. The demand for higher bandwidth, lower
latency, and better energy efficiency over distances of meters and centimeters is quickly out
pacing what electronics can do at these distances as well. Even distances of millimeters across
a chip microprocessor are now being considered too energy intensive for future scalability. We
are quickly approaching an era when electronics simply cannot scale, and a true alternative
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technology needs to appear.
The adoption of silicon photonics is a logical approach to meeting these performance
demands. As was described in this work, as well as countless other publications from
many other research groups around the world, photonics has the proven capability of
providing huge benefits to computing systems. However, performance is not the reason
for this logical outcome. What silicon photonics has is the huge amount of momentum of
CMOS electronics due to the amount of invested infrastructure that the computing industry
has placed towards it. Unlike alternative exotic material systems for creating computer
systems (e.g. carbon nanotubes, diamonds, graphene), silicon photonics is completely CMOS
compatible, enabling it to be produced in the same multi-billion dollar foundries that exist
for regular electronics. This is an extremely attractive approach since the heavily invested
infrastructure can continue to be utilized. Momentum: it is for this very reason that silicon
photonics will likely be the next stepping stone in the future progression of computing.
6.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
We have described a methodology for modeling, designing, and analyzing photonic
interconnection networks at both the physical-layer and system-level. A Photonic Device
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Library has been devised to describe any type of fundamental photonic elements, which
can then be combined and used to model large-scale photonic components and network
topologies. We developed a set of physical-layer tools to accurately determine physical
properties of the photonic networks and examine how they impact the network architectures
in terms of system performance. Our PhoenixSim environment implements this methodology,
which we have made open source and publicly available. The device library, analysis
tools, and simulation environment form a comprehensive design flow for understanding and
designing photonically-enabled computing systems.
Next, we analyzed the physical-layer performance of photonic networks on chip. Previous
proposed designs did not consider physical properties such as insertion loss, cross talk, and
power dissipation. In fact, many previously proposed network topologies possess such high
insertion loss, that it would be impossible to successfully deliver any optical data. With the
proposed methodology, we are able to re-examine circuit-switching and wavelength-routed
topologies and perform synergistic studies of physical-layer and system-level metrics. We
are able to determine realistic design space parameters such as network size scalability and
wavelength parallelism. These results bring silicon photonics a step close to reality since
designs conform to verified device performances.
This work presented the use of wavelength-selective spatial routing, a novel interconnection
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network concept for reducing path diversity and increasing the performance of interconnection
networks for CMPs. This design is extensible to previous circuit-switching photonic
topologies and is shown to improve network performance for both synthetic and trace traffic
in specific cases. We observed that the WSSR architecture is ideally suited for applications
with communication patterns that are scattered, enabling the traffic to exploit the path
diversity and transmission parallelism that is provided by the spectrally-multiplexed WDM
partitions. This work contrasts with almost all other published works on chip-scale photonic
networks since they solely rely on redesigning the topology of circuit-switching or wavelength-
routed architectures. Instead, this work focuses on an completely new routing architecture.
It can be argued that new topologies not useful since it is difficult to predict long-term
computing requirements and constraints, but a new architecture provides another conceptual
‘tool’ which can be utilized in a design in the future.
6.2 Future Work
6.3 Recommendations
Fundamentally, silicon photonics can clearly provide scalable performance improvements for
computing systems. However, there are still many realistic engineering challenges that must
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be overcome in order for photonics to be fully realized.
First, which were vaguely mentioned in this work, but have become a central discussion
point for manufacturing resonator-based photonic devices in temperature tolerance. As
photonic device fabrication becomes mature and components increase in complexity,
sensitivity to temperature fluctuation becomes an dominant concern. Due to the characteristics
of a resonator, small perturbations in temperature results in large shifts in spectral
response. Recent work has shown the utilizing of a PID controller for on-line temperature
stablization [100]. Alternatively, novel athermal resonators have also been proposed which
reduces thermal dependence of the device [101]. Although there is excellent progress,
significantly better techniques need to be devised so that chip-scale photonic systems can be
reliably deployed.
In addition to thermal perturbation mitigation, a method for post-fabrication tuning must
also be utilized to compensate for fabrication variances. The behavior of optical components
is extremely sensitive to variations in geometry dimensions which can to easily be avoided or
corrected. In many of the networks considered in this work, a single optical link could have
upwards of over a hundred optical components along the path. Each device would need to
be exactly tuned correctly so that the link can behave as expected. A possible solution is to
use the effects of thermal fluctuation to counteract manufacturing variation.
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The final, but possibly the most important challenge towards commercialization is
packaging. While packaging exists for discrete optical components such as modulators,
detectors, lasers, amplifiers, etc., none yet exist for chip-scale silicon photonics. The
packaging solution must meet two objectives: to be able to couple a large number of
waveguides, and to be stable in the field. State-of-the-art fiber coupling solutions include
multi-core fiber and fiber array connectors [102]. Future iterations of these multi-fiber-core
technologies are expected to scale much farther. Alignment of fiber coupling to connect the
chip will be critical, which must deal with a plethora of environmental influences such as
mechanical motion, thermal fluctuation, and material deformation. Additionally, the low loss
behavior of silicon photonics requires single-mode optics, which requires alignment tolerances
of only a few microns.
None of these challenges represent fundamental physical limitations, therefore each is a
surmountable research barriers that must first be conquered. It is only a matter of time and
investment before silicon photonics technology becomes a commercial reality.
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